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Preface

The Sun Java System Portal Server 7 Deployment Planning Guide provides an introduction to
planning and designing deployment solutions for Sun Java™ System Portal Server and Sun Java
System Portal Server Secure RemoteAccess.

This guide assumes you have read the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4Deployment Planning
Guidewhich presents basic concepts and principles of deployment planning and design, and
discusses the solution life cycle, which encapsulates the phases and tasks of a deployment design
project.

WhoShouldUse This Book
This guide is primarily intended for deployment architects and business planners responsible for the
analysis and design of portal server deployments. This guide is also useful for system integrators and
others responsible for the design and implementation of various aspects of an enterprise application.

BeforeYouReadThis Book
This guide assumes that you have read theSun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4Deployment Planning
Guide

HowThis Book IsOrganized
This guide is based on a solution life cycle which describes the various phases of deployment
planning. The Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guide.
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Portal ServerDocumentation Set
The Sun Java System Portal Servermanuals are available as online files in Portable Document
Format (PDF) andHypertextMarkup Language (HTML) formats. Both formats are readable by
technologies for users with disabilities. The Portal Server documentation can be accessed here:

http://docs.sun.com/coll/1303.1

The following table lists the books included in the Portal Server 7 core documentation set.

Book Title Description

Sun Java System Portal Server 7 Configuration Guide Describes how to administer Portal Server 7 using the
Portal Server administration console.

Sun Java System Portal Server 7 Installation Guide Describes how to install Portal Server after Java
Enterprise System has been installed.

Sun Java System Portal Server 7 Release Notes Available after the product is released. Contains
last-minute information, including a description of
what is new in this current release, known problems
and limitations, installation notes, and how to report
issues with the software or the documentation.

Sun Java System Portal Server 7 Technical Overview Provides an introduction to Portal Server concepts,
architecture, and components.

Sun Java System Portal Server Developer Sample
Guide

Provides information about how to create and deploy a
Portal Server 7.0 developer sample desktop.

Sun Java System Portal Server Developer’s Guide Provides a high-level overview of the Sun Java System
Portal Server softwareAPIs.

Typographic Conventions
The following table describes the typographic changes that are used in this book.

TABLE P–1TypographicConventions

Typeface Meaning Example

AaBbCc123 The names of commands, files, and
directories, and onscreen computer
output

Edit your .login file.

Use ls -a to list all files.

machine_name% you have mail.

Portal Server Documentation Set
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TABLE P–1TypographicConventions (Continued)
Typeface Meaning Example

AaBbCc123 What you type, contrasted with onscreen
computer output

machine_name% su

Password:

AaBbCc123 Aplaceholder to be replaced with a real
name or value

The command to remove a file is rm filename.

AaBbCc123 Book titles, new terms, and terms to be
emphasized (note that some emphasized
items appear bold online)

Read Chapter 6 in theUser’s Guide.

A cache is a copy that is stored locally.

Do not save the file.

Symbol Conventions
The following table explains symbols that might be used in this book.

TABLE P–2SymbolConventions

Symbol Description Example Meaning

[ ] Contains optional arguments
and command options.

ls [-l] The -l option is not required.

{ | } Contains a set of choices for
a required command option.

-d {y|n} The -d option requires that you use
either the y argument or the n
argument.

${ } Indicates a variable
reference.

${com.sun.javaRoot} References the value of the
com.sun.javaRoot variable.

- Joins simultaneousmultiple
keystrokes.

Control-A Press the Control key while you press
theAkey.

+ Joins consecutivemultiple
keystrokes.

Ctrl+A+N Press the Control key, release it, and
then press the subsequent keys.

→ Indicates menu item
selection in a graphical user
interface.

File→New→Templates From the File menu, choose New.
From the New submenu, choose
Templates.

Symbol Conventions
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Accessing SunResourcesOnline
The docs.sun.comSMweb site enables you to access Sun technical documentation online. You can
browse the docs.sun.com archive or search for a specific book title or subject. Books are available as
online files in PDF andHTML formats. Both formats are readable by assistive technologies for users
with disabilities.

To access the following Sun resources, go to http://www.sun.com:

� Downloads of Sun products
� Services and solutions
� Support (including patches and updates)
� Training
� Research
� Communities (for example, SunDeveloper Network)

Third-PartyWebSite References
Third-party URLs are referenced in this document and provide additional, related information.

Note – Sun is not responsible for the availability of third-party web sitesmentioned in this document.
Sun does not endorse and is not responsible or liable for any content, advertising, products, or other
materials that are available on or through such sites or resources. Sun will not be responsible or liable
for any actual or alleged damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by or in connection with use of
or reliance on any such content, goods, or services that are available on or through such sites or
resources.

SunWelcomesYour Comments
Sun is interested in improving its documentation and welcomes your comments and suggestions. To
share your comments, go to http://docs.sun.com and click Send Comments. In the online form,
provide the full document title and part number. The part number is a 7-digit or 9-digit number that
can be found on the book’s title page or in the document’s URL. For example, the part number of this
book is 819-2582.

Accessing Sun Resources Online
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Introduction to Portal Server Deployment
Planning

This chapter provides a brief overview of Sun Java™ System Portal Server and Sun Java System Portal
Server Secure RemoteAccess. This chapter introduces the solution life cycle, which outlines the
various steps for planning and designing enterprise software systems. See the Sun Java Enterprise
System 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guidefor information on basic concepts and principles of
deployment planning and design.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About Portal Server” on page 19
� “Portal Server Features” on page 20
� “About Deployment Planning” on page 27
� “Solution Life Cycle” on page 27

About Portal Server
Portal Server is a component of the Sun Java Enterprise System technology. Sun Java Enterprise
System technology supports a wide range of enterprise computing needs, such as creating a secure
intranet portal to provide the employees of an enterprise with secure access to email and in-house
business applications.

The Portal Server product is an identity-enabled portal server solution. It provides all the user, policy,
and identity management to enforce security, web application single sign-on (SSO), and access
capabilities to end user communities. In addition, Portal Server combines portal services, such as
personalization, aggregation, security, integration, and search. Unique capabilities that enable secure
remote access to internal resources and applications round out a complete portal platform for
deploying business-to-employee, business-to-business, and business-to-consumer portals. Sun Java
System Portal Server Secure RemoteAccess (SRA) provides secure remote access capabilities to
access web- and non-web enabled resources.

1C H A P T E R 1
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Each enterprise assesses its own needs and plans its own deployment of Java Enterprise System
technology. The optimal deployment for each enterprise depends on the type of applications that
Java Enterprise System technology supports, the number of users, the kind of hardware that is
available, and other considerations of this type.

Portal Server is able to work with previously installed software components. In this case, Portal
Server uses the installed software when the software is an appropriate version.

Portal Server runs in openmode or securemode. In securemode, it uses Secure RemoteAccess
(SRA). Themain difference between an open portal and a secure portal is that the services presented
by the open portal typically reside within the demilitarized zone (DMZ) and not within the secured
intranet. SRAoffers browser-based secure access to portal content and services from any remote
browser enabled with Java technology. Integration with Portal Server software ensures that users
receive secure encrypted access to the content and services that users have permission to access.

SRAis targeted toward enterprises deploying highly secure remote access portals. These portals
emphasize security, protection, and privacy of intranet resources. The SRAservices–Access List, the
Gateway, NetFile, Netlet, and Proxylet– enable users to securely access intranet resources through the
Internet without exposing these resources to the Internet.

Portal Server Features
This section reviews specific technology features with the goal of determining which technologies are
most important for your organization. Review these features while keeping inmind your
organization’s short, mid, and long term plans.

Use the following sections and tables to assess the benefits of the listed features and determine their
relative priority for your organization. This information will assist you in developing a deployment
plan in a timely and cost effectivemanner.

Note – In all likelihood, your Java ™ Enterprise System sales representative has previously discussed
these topics with you. Thus, this section serves as a review of that process.

IdentityManagement
Portal Server uses identity management to control many users spanning a variety of different roles
across the organization and sometimes outside the organization while accessing content,
applications and services. The challenges include:Who is using an application? In what capacity do
users serve the organization or company?What do users need to do, and what should users be able to
access? How can others help with the administrative work?

Table 1–1 shows the identity management features and their benefits.

Portal Server Features
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TABLE 1–1 IdentityManagement Features andBenefits

Feature Description Benefit

Directory service Portal Server usesAccessManager and
Directory Server

Portal Server uses an LDAPdirectory
for storing user profiles, roles, and
identity information for the purpose of
authentication, single sign-on (SSO),
delegated administration, and
personalization

Portal Server uses an open schema that
can reside in a centralized user
directory, thereby leveraging an
enterprise or service provider’s
investment in the Sun Java System
AccessManager and Sun Java System
Directory Server products.

User, policy, and
provisioningmanagement

AccessManager enables you to
managemany users spanning a variety
of different roles across the
organization and sometimes outside
the organization while accessing
content, applications, and services.

Provides a centralized identity
management solution for storing and
managing identity information, which
is integrated with a policy solution to
enforce access rights, greatly
simplifying these challenges. Extends a
common identity to handle new
applications, enables applications to
share administrative work, and
simplifies tasks normally associated
with building these services.

Consolidates management of users and
applications. Personalizes content and
service delivery. Simplifies and
streamlines information and service
access. Reduces costs associated with
managing access and delivery.

Provides secure policy-based access to
applications. Ensures secure access as
portal deployments expand beyond
employee LAN access.

Portal Server Features
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TABLE 1–1 IdentityManagement Features andBenefits (Continued)
Feature Description Benefit

Single sign-on (SSO) AccessManager integrates user
authentication and single sign-on
through an SSOAPI. Once the user is
authenticated, the SSOAPI takes over.
Each time the authenticated user tries
to access a protected page, the SSOAPI
determines if the user has the
permissions required based on their
authentication credentials. If the user is
valid, access to the page is given
without additional authentication. If
not, the user is prompted to
authenticate again.

Enhances user productivity by
providing a consistent, centralized
mechanism tomanage authentication
and single sign-on, while enabling
employees, partners and customers
access to content, applications, and
services.

Delegated administration The Portal Server administration
console provides role-based delegated
administration capabilities to different
kinds of administrators tomanage
organizations, users, policy, roles,
channels, and Portal Desktop
providers based on the given
permissions.

Enables IT to delegate portal
administrative duties to free up
valuable IT resources and
administration.

Security Provides single sign-on for aggregated
applications to the portal.

Security is an important functionality
in portals. Security can address many
different needs within the portal,
including authentication into the
portal, encryption of the
communications between the portal
and the end user, and authorization of
the content and applications to only
users that are allowed access.

SecureRemoteAccess
Table 1–2 shows the Sun Java System Portal Server Secure RemoteAccess (SRA) features and their
benefits.

Portal Server Features
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TABLE 1–2 SRAFeatures andBenefits

Feature Description Benefit

Integrated security Extranet or Virtual Private Network
capabilities “on demand” while providing
user, policy, and authentication services.
The Gateway component provides the
interface and security barrier between
remote user sessions originating from the
Internet, and your corporate intranet.

Extends an enterprise’s content,
applications, files, and services located
behind firewalls to authorized suppliers,
business partners, and employees.

To prevent denial of service attacks, you
can use both internal and external
DMZ-based Gateways.

SRAcore Users achieve remote access through four
components:
� Gateway
� NetFile
� Netlet
� Proxylet

This component has four parts:
� Gateway—Controls communication

between the Portal Server and the
various Gateway instances.

� NetFile—Enables remote access and
operation of file systems and
directories.

� Netlet—Ensures secure
communication between the Netlet
applet on the client browser, the
Gateway, and the application servers.

� Proxylet—Proxylet sets itself up as a
proxy server running on the client’s
machine, andmodifies the proxy
settings of the browser to point to itself
( also referred to as the local proxy
server). The local proxy server
(Proxylet) then proxies all the intranet
traffic through the gateway.

Universal access Enables web browser based universal
access with no client software installation
ormaintenance necessary.

Simplifies the IT administration and
maintenance overhead while dramatically
reducing the time and cost of deployment.

Netlet Proxy Provides an optional component that
extends the secure tunnel from the client,
through the Gateway to the Netlet Proxy
that resides in the intranet.

Restricts the number of open ports in a
firewall between the demilitarized zone
(DMZ) and the intranet.

Portal Server Features
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TABLE 1–2 SRAFeatures andBenefits (Continued)
Feature Description Benefit

Rewriter Proxy Redirects HTTP requests to the Rewriter
Proxy instead of directly to the destination
host. The Rewriter Proxy in turn sends the
request to the destination server.

Using the Rewriter Proxy enables secure
HTTP traffic between the Gateway and
intranet computers and offers two
advantages:
� If a firewall exists between the Gateway

and server, the firewall needs to open
only two ports: one between the
Gateway and the Rewriter Proxy, and
another between the Gateway and the
Portal Server.

� HTTP traffic is now secure between the
Gateway and the intranet even if the
destination server only supports
HTTPprotocol (noHTTPS).

Search Engine
The Search Engine service is used in the following channels:

� Subscription channel to summarize the number of hits (relevant information) that match each
profile entry defined by the user for categorized documents and discussions.

� Discussion channel to individually search contents and rate the importance for comments.

Table 1–3 lists the search features and their benefits.

TABLE 1–3 Search Features andBenefits

Feature Description Benefit

Search Engine Enables the retrieval of documents based
on criteria specified by the end user.

Saves users time by providing access to
content.

Categorization Organizes documents into a hierarchy.
This categorization is often referred to as
taxonomy.

Provides a different view of documents that
enables browsing and retrieval.

Robot The Search Engine robot is an agent that
crawls and indexes information across
your intranet or the Internet.

Automatically searches and extracts links
to resources, describes those resources, and
puts the descriptions in the Search
database (also called generation or
indexing).
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TABLE 1–3 Search Features andBenefits (Continued)
Feature Description Benefit

Discussions Aforum formultiple threaded discussions. Contents are individually searchable and
importance rating are given for of all
comments

Subscriptions Enables the user to track new or changed
material in different areas of interest.

Discussions, search categories, and
free-form searches (saved searches) can be
tracked.

PersonalizingContent
Personalization is the ability to deliver content based on selective criteria and offer services to a user.

Table 1–4 shows the personalization features and their benefits.

TABLE 1–4Personalization Features andBenefits

Feature Description Benefit

Deliver content
based on user’s role

Portal Server includes the ability to
automatically choose which applications
users are able to access or to use, based on
their role within the organization.

Increases employee productivity, improves
customer relationships, and streamlines
business relationships by providing quick
and personalized access to content and
services.

Enable users to
customize content

Portal Server enables end users to choose
what content they are interested in seeing.
For example, users of a personal finance
portal choose the stock quotes they would
like to see when viewing their financial
portfolio.

The information available in a portal is
personalized for each individual. In
addition, users can then customize this
information further to their individual
tastes.Aportal puts control of the web
experience in the hands of the people using
the web, not the web site builders.

Aggregate and
personalize content
formultiple users

Portal Server enables an enterprise or
service provider to aggregate and deliver
personalized content tomultiple
communities of users simultaneously.

This enables a company to deploymultiple
portals tomultiple audiences from one
product andmanage them from a central
management console.Also, new content
and services can be added and delivered on
demandwithout the need to restart Portal
Server.All of this saves time andmoney,
and ensures consistency in an IT
organization.
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Aggregation and Integration
One of themost important aspects of a portal is its ability to aggregate and integrate information,
such as applications, services, and content. This functionality includes the ability to embed
non-persistent information, such as stock quotes, through the portal, and to run applications within,
or deliver them through, a portal.

Table 1–5 shows the aggregation and integration features and their benefits.

TABLE 1–5Aggregation Features andBenefits

Feature Description Benefit

Aggregated
information

The Portal Desktop provides the primary
end-user interface for Portal Server and a
mechanism for extensible content
aggregation through the Provider
Application Programming Interface
(PAPI). The Portal Desktop includes a
variety of providers that enable container
hierarchy and the basic building blocks for
building some types of channels.

Users no longer have to search for the
information. Instead, the information
finds them.

Consistent set of
tools

Users can use the provided set of tools such
as web-based email and calendaring
software that follows them through their
entire time at the company.

Users do not have to use one tool for one
project, another tool for another location.
Also, because these tools all work within
the portal framework, the tools have a
consistent look and feel and work similarly,
reducing training time.

Collaboration Portal Server provides control and access
to data as a company-wide resource.

Inmany companies, data is seen as being
owned by individual departments, instead
of as a company-wide resource. The portal
can act as a catalyst for breaking down
these silos andmaking the data available in
a controlled way to the people who need to
use it. This broader, more immediate
access can improve collaboration.

Integration Portal Server enables you to use the Portal
Desktop as the sole place for users to gain
access to or launch applications and access
data.

Integration with existing email, calendar,
legacy, or web applications enables the
portal to serve as a unified access point,
enabling users—be that employees,
partners, or customers—to access the
information users need quickly and easily.
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AboutDeployment Planning
Deployment planning is a critical step in the successful implementation of a Java Enterprise System
solution. Each enterprise has its own set of goals, requirements, and priorities to consider. Successful
planning begins with analyzing the goals of an enterprise and determining the business requirements
tomeet those goals. The business requirementsmust then be converted into technical requirements
that can be used as a basis for designing and implementing a system that canmeet the goals of the
enterprise.

For information see the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q4Deployment Planning Guide.

Solution Life Cycle
The solution life cycle shown in the following figure depicts the steps in the planning, design, and
implementation of an enterprise software solution based on Java Enterprise System. The life cycle is a
useful tool for keeping a deployment project on track.

Solution Life Cycle
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Business Analysis
• Business requirements
• Business constraints

Logical Design

Deployment Design

• Logical architecture
• Deployment scenario

Technical Requirements
• Use-case analysis
• Usage analysis
• Quality of service requirements

• Deployment architecture
• Implementation specifications
• Implementation plans

Operations
• Monitoring
• Maintentance
• Performance tuning
• System enhancements and upgrades

Deployment Implementation
• Hardware setup
• Installation, upgrade, and migration
• Configuration and customization
• Development and integration
• Prototypes and pilots
• Production rollout

FIGURE 1–1 SolutionLifeCycle

Solution Life Cycle
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BusinessAnalysis

During the business analysis phase of the solution life cycle you define business goals by analyzing a
business problem and identifying the business requirements and business constraints tomeet that
goal.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About BusinessAnalysis” on page 29
� “Defining Business Requirements” on page 29
� “Understanding User Behaviors and Patterns” on page 31

AboutBusinessAnalysis
Business analysis starts with stating the business goals. You then analyze the business problems you
must solve and identify the business requirements that must bemet to achieve the business goals.
Consider also any business constraints that limit your ability to achieve the goals. The analysis of
business requirements and constraints results in a set of business requirements documents.

You use the resulting set of business requirements documents as a basis for deriving technical
requirements in the technical requirements phase. Throughout the solution life cycle, youmeasure
the success of your deployment planning and ultimately the success of your solution according to the
analysis performed in the business analysis phase.

DefiningBusiness Requirements
The business requirements of your portal affect deployment decisions. Understand your
requirements tomake correct assumptions that affect the accuracy of your deployment estimates.

The reasons you are offering your portal have a direct affect on how you implement your portal. You
must define target population, performance standards, and other factors related to your goals.

Use these questions to help you identify the goals of your portal:
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� What is your portal’s biggest priority?
� What applications will the portal deliver?
� What is your target population?
� What performance standard is necessary?
� What transaction volume do you expect?What transaction volume do you expect during peak

use?
� What response time is acceptable during peak use?
� What is the necessary level of concurrency? Concurrency is the number of users who can be

connected at any given time?
� Should access to the portal be through the intranet or the Internet?
� Will your portal be deployed in one phase, ormany phases?

� What are the business requirements of this portal? For example, do you want to enhance
customer service? Increase employee productivity? Reduce the cost of doing business?

� What kind of portal do you need? For example, business-to-business, business-to-consumer,
business-to-enterprise, or a hybrid?

� Who is your target audience?
� What services or functions will the portal deliver to users?
� Howwill the target audience benefit from the portal?
� What are the priorities for the portal?

(Optional) Use these questions to help identify your business objectives if you are deploying a secure
portal:

� Do you need to increase employee productivity (bymaking your intranet applications and
servers accessible over the Internet)?

� Do you need to provide secure access to your portal?
� Do you need to reduce the cost of ownership of an existing Virtual Private Network (VPN)

solution?
� Do youwant employees to access intranet applications such as Citrix and pcAnywhere from the

Internet?
� Do youwant your employees to explore intranet servers ormachines from the Internet?
� Who is your target audience (all portal users, employees, or customers)?

Defining Business Requirements
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UnderstandingUser Behaviors andPatterns
Study the people who will use your portal. Factors such as when users will use the portal and how
users have used predecessor systems are keys to identifying your requirements. If your organization’s
experience cannot provide these patterns, you can study the experience of other organizations and
estimate them.

Use these questions to help you understand users:

� Howmany end users will you have?What is the size of your target audience?
� Will users login to the portal at the same time each day?Will they use the portal at work or

somewhere else?
� Are users in the same time zone or in different time zones?
� How long do you expect the typical user to be connected, or have a valid portal session open?

What use statistics do you have for existing applications? Do you have web traffic analysis figures
for an existing portal?

� Howmany visitor sessions, or number of single-visitor visits, are likely within a predefined
period of time?

� Is portal use likely to increase over time? Or stay stable?
� How fast will your user base grow?
� How have your users used an application that the portal will deliver to them?
� What portal channels do you expect users to use regularly?
� What expectations about your portal content do your users have? How have users used

predecessor web-based information or other resources that your portal will offer?

UnderstandingUser Behaviors and Patterns
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Technical Requirements

During the technical requirements phase of the solution life cycle you perform a usage analysis,
identify use cases, and determine quality of service requirements for the proposed deployment
solution.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About Technical Requirements” on page 33
� “UsageAnalysis for Portal Server” on page 34
� “UsageAnalysis for SRA” on page 39
� “Portal Server Use Cases” on page 42
� “Quality of Service Requirements” on page 44
� “Designing for Localization” on page 48

About Technical Requirements
Technical requirements analysis begins with the business requirements documents created during
the business analysis phase of the solution life cycle. Using the business analysis as a basis, you do the
following:

� Perform a usage analysis to aid in determining expected load conditions.
� Create use cases that model typical user interaction with the system.
� Create a set of quality of service requirements (QoS) that define how a deployed solutionmust

perform in areas such as response time, availability, security, and others.

The quality of service requirements are derived from the usage analysis and the use cases, keeping in
mind business requirements and constraints previously identified. The quality of service
requirements are later paired with logical architectures in the logical design phase to form a
deployment scenario. The deployment scenario is themain input to the deployment design phase of
the solution life cycle.
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Aswith business analysis, no simple formula for technical requirements analysis exists that generates
the usage analysis, use cases, and system requirements. Technical requirements analysis requires an
understanding of the business domain, business objectives, and the underlying system technology.

UsageAnalysis for Portal Server
You need to establish baseline sizing figures that can be used in the logical and architecture and
deployment design. Your technical representative can provide you with an automated sizing tool to
calculate the estimated number of CPUs your Portal Server deployment requires.

Note – Sizing requirements for a secure portal deployment using Sun Java™ System Secure Remote
Access (SRA) software are covered in “UsageAnalysis for SRA” on page 39.

You need to gather the followingmetrics for input to the sizing tool:

� “PeakNumbers” on page 34
� “Average Time Between Page Requests” on page 35
� “Concurrent Users” on page 35
� “Average Session Time” on page 36
� “Search Engine Factors” on page 36
� “Page Configuration” on page 37

Other performancemetrics that affect the number of CPUs a Portal Server deployment requires, but
are not used by the sizing tool, are:

� Portal Desktop Configuration
� Hardware andApplications
� Back-end Servers
� Transaction Time
� Workload Conditions

Adiscussion of the these performance factors follows.

PeakNumbers
Maximum number of concurrent sessions defines howmany connected users a Portal Server
deployment can handle.

To calculate themaximumnumber of concurrent sessions, use this formula:

maximum number of concurrent sessions =

expected percent of users online * user base

To identify the size of the user base or pool of potential users for an enterprise portal, here are some
suggestions:

UsageAnalysis for Portal Server
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� Identify only users who are active. Do not include users who are, for example, away on vacation,
or on leave.

� Use a finite figure for user base. For an anonymous portal, estimate this number conservatively.
� Study access logs.
� Identify the geographic locations of your user base.
� Remember what your business plan states regarding who your users are.

Average TimeBetweenPageRequests
Average time between page requests is how often, on average, a user requests a page from the Portal
Server. Pages could be the initial login page to the portal, or a web site or web pages accessed through
the Portal Desktop.Apage view is a single call for a single page of information nomatter howmany
items are contained on the page.

Though web server logs record page requests, using the log to calculate the average time between
requests on a user basis is not feasible. To calculate the average time between page requests, you
would probably need a commercially available statistics tool, such as theWebLoad performance
testing tool. You can then use this figure to determine the number of concurrent users.

Note – Page requestsmore accuratelymeasure web server traffic than “hits.” Every time any file is
requested from the web server counts as a hit.Asingle page call can recordmany hits, as every item
on the page is registered. For example, a page containing 10 graphic files records 11 “hits”—one for
the HTMLpage itself and one for each of the 10 graphic files. For this reason, page requests gives a
more accurate determination of web server traffic.

ConcurrentUsers
A concurrent user is one connected to a running web browser process and submitting requests to or
receiving results of requests from Portal Server. Themaximumnumber of concurrent users is the
highest possible number of concurrent users within a predefined period of time. Calculate the
maximumnumber of concurrent users after you calculate themaximumnumber of concurrent
sessions. To calculate themaximumnumber of concurrent users, use this formula:

concurrent users = number of concurrent sessions / average time between hits

For example, consider an intranet Portal Server example of 50,000 users. The number of connected
sessions under its peak loads is estimated to be 80% of its registered user base. On average, a user
accesses the Portal Desktop once every 10minutes.

The calculation for this example is:

40000 / 10 = 4000

UsageAnalysis for Portal Server
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Themaximumnumber of concurrent users during the peak hours for this Portal Server site should
be 4,000.

Average Session Time
Average session time is the time between user login and logout averaged over a number of users. The
length of the session time is inversely proportional to the number of logins occurring (that is, the
longer the session duration, the fewer logins per second are generated against Portal Server for the
same concurrent users base). Session time is the time between user login and user logout.

How the user uses Portal Server often affects average session time. For example, a user session
involving interactive applications typically has a longer session time than a user session involving
information only.

Search Engine Factors
If your portal site will offer a Search channel, you need to include sizing factors for the Search Engine
in your sizing calculations. Search Engine sizing requirements depend on the following factors:

� The size of index partitions on the active list of the index directory
Partition size is directly proportional to the size and number of indexed and searchable terms.

� Average disk space requirement of a resource description (RD)
To calculate this, use this formula:

average disk space requirement =

database size / number of RDs in database

The average size adjusts for variations in sizes of RDs.Acollection of long, complex RDs with
many indexed terms and a list of short RDs with a few indexed terms require different search
times, even if the complex RDs have the same number of RDs.

RDs are stored in a hierarchical database format, where the intrinsic size of the databasemust be
accounted for, even when no RD is stored.

� The number of concurrent users who perform search-related activities
To calculate this, use this formula:

number of concurrent users / average time between search hits

Use the number of concurrent users value calculated in “Concurrent Users” on page 35.
� The type of search operators used

Types of search functions include basic, combining, proximity, passage and field operator, and
wildcard scans. Each function uses different search algorithms and data structures. Because
differences in search algorithms and data structures increase as the number of search and indexed
terms increase, the type of search function affects times for search result return trips.
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PageConfiguration
If you are using an authenticated portal, youmust specify both Login Type andDesktop Type in the
page configuration section of the automated sizing tool.

� Login Type. Describes the type of portal page (content configuration and deliverymethod) that
end users initially see after submitting user name and password. This process s typically taxing on
the system because the process involves checking credentials, initializing the session, and
delivering initial content.

TheMeasured CPUPerformance characteristic associated with the Login Type is the Initial
Desktop Display variable.

� Desktop Type. Describes the type of portal pages (content configuration and deliverymethod)
that end users see after the initial portal page. These pages are displayed with each subsequent
interaction with the portal, or onDesktop refresh. Because the session has already been
established and cached content can be exploited, less system resources are typically required and
the pages are deliveredmore rapidly.

TheMeasured CPUPerformance characteristic associated with the Desktop Type is theDesktop
Reload variable.

For both Login Type andDesktop Type, select the appropriate content configuration:

� Light-JSP. Describes a configuration of two tabs with five channels each.
� Regular-JSP. Describes a configuration of two tabs with seven channels each.
� Heavy-JSP. Describes a configuration of three tabs with seventeen channels each.

Tip –You can now give the above figures to your technical representative and ask that the sizing tool
be run to identify your estimated number of CPUs.

Portal DesktopConfiguration
Portal Desktop configuration explicitly determines the amount of data held inmemory on a
per-session basis.

Themore channels on the Portal Desktop, the bigger data session size, and the lesser the throughput
of Portal Server.

Another factor is howmuch interactivity the Portal Desktop offers. For example, channel clicks can
generate load on Portal Server or on some other external server. If channel selections generate load
on Portal Server, a higher user activity profile and higher CPU overhead occur on the node that hosts
the Portal Desktop than on a node that hosts some other external server.

UsageAnalysis for Portal Server
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Hardware andApplications
CPU speed and size of the virtual machine for the Java platform (Java VirtualMachine or JVM™
software) memory heap affect Portal Server performance.

The faster the CPU speed, the higher the throughput. The JVMmemory heap size, along with the
heap generations tuning parameters, can also affect Portal Server performance.

Back-EndServers
Portal Server aggregates content from external sources. If external content providers cannot sustain
the necessary bandwidth for Portal Server to operate at full speed, Portal Desktop rendering and
throughput request times will not be optimum. The Portal Desktop waits until all channels are
completed (or timed out) before it returns the request response to the browser.

Plan your back-end infrastructure carefully when you use channels that:

� Scrape their content from external sources
� Access corporate databases, which typically have slow response times
� Provide email content
� Provide calendar content

Transaction Time
Transaction time, which is the delay taken for anHTTPorHTTPS operation to complete, aggregates
send time, processing time, and response time figures.

Youmust plan for factors that can affect transaction time. These include:

� Network speed and latency.
You need to especially examine latency over aWideArea Network (WAN). Latency can
significantly increase retrieval times for large amounts of data.

� The complexity of the Portal Desktop.
� The browser’s connection speed.

For example, a response time delay is longer with a connection speed of 33.6 kilobytes per second
than with a LAN connection speed. However, processing time should remain constant.
Transaction time through a dial-up connection should be faster than transaction time displayed
by a load generation tool because it performs data compression.

When you calculate transaction time, size your Portal Server so that processing time under regular or
peak load conditions does not exceed your performance requirement threshold and so that you can
sustain processing time over time.
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WorkloadConditions
Workload conditions are themost predominantly used system and JVM software resources on a
system. These conditions largely depend on user behavior and the type of portal you deploy.

Themost commonly encountered workload conditions on Portal Server software affect:

� System performance

Portal Server performance is impacted when a large number of concurrent requests are handled
(such as a high activity profile). For example, during peak hours in a business-to-enterprise
portal, a significant number of company employees connect to the portal at the same time. Such a
scenario creates a CPU-intensive workload. In addition, the ratio of concurrent users to
connected users is high.

� System capacity

Portal Server capacity begins to be impacted when large numbers of users log in.Asmore users
login, users usemore of the available memory, and subsequently, less memory is available to
process requests made to the server. For example, in a business-to-consumer web portal, a large
number of logged-in users are redirected to external web sites once the initial Portal Desktop
display is loaded. However, as more users continue to login, users create the need formore
memory, even though the ratio of users submitting requests to Portal Server and the users merely
logged-in is low.

Depending on the user’s behavior at certain times of the day, week, ormonth, Portal Server can
switch between CPU-intensive andmemory-intensive workloads. The portal site administrator
must determine themost important workload conditions to size and tune the site tomeet the
enterprise’s business goals.

UsageAnalysis for SRA
Use this section only if your organization is implementing a secure portal by installing SRA.As you
did for portal, for SRA, youmust first establish your Gateway instances baseline sizing estimate (A
single machine can have one Gateway installation butmultiple instances. SRAenables you to install
multiple Gateways, each runningmultiple instances.) Your design decisions help youmake accurate
estimates regarding SRAuser sessions and concurrency.

Youmust first establish your Gateway instances baseline sizing estimate. This baseline figure
represents what youmust have to satisfy your Gateway user sessions and concurrency needs.

Establishing an appropriate sizing estimate for your SRAdeployment is an iterative process. You
might wish to change the inputs to generate a range of sizing results. Test these results against your
original requirements. You can avoidmost performance problems by formulating your requirements
correctly and setting realistic expectations of SRAperformance.
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Note – Properly sizing the Gateway is difficult, and using the Gateway sizing tool is only the
beginning. Gateway performance dependsmore on throughput then on the number of users, active
users, or user sessions.Any sizing information for the Gateway has to be based on a set of
assumptions.

Scalability
You can choose between one, two, and four CPUs per Gateway instance. The number of CPUs
bound to a Gateway instance determines the number of Gateway instances required for the
deployment.

Using SRAPrototypeNumbers
If you have numbers from a prototype of the portal with SRA, you can use these numbers in the
Gateway sizing tool to arrive at more accurate results. You would fill in the following:

� Measured CPUPerformance. The values used to help calculate the number of Gateway instances
include:

� Initial Portal DesktopDisplay, hits per second per CPU
� Portal Desktop Reloads, hits per second per CPU

� NetletApplications Block Size. This value specifies the Netlet application byte size. The Netlet
dynamically determines the block size based on the application that is used. Block size
determined byNetlet for a Telnet is based on the amount of data transferred.

Note –You do not need to specify the Page Configuration and Scalability options if you are using trial
deployment numbers.

KeyPerformance Factors
Key performance factors aremetrics that your technical representative uses as input to an automated
sizing tool. The sizing tool calculates the estimated number of Gateway instances your SRA
deployment requires.

Identifying these key performance factors and giving them to your technical representative is the first
step in formulating your baseline sizing figure.

These are the key performance factors:

� “Session Characteristics” on page 41
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� “Netlet Usage Characteristics” on page 41

Note –After you calculate these key performance factors, give the figures to your technical
representative.Ask that the Gateway sizing tool be run to identify the estimated number of Gateway
instances.

SessionCharacteristics
The session characteristics of the Gateway include:

� Total number of SRA(Gateway) users
This represents the size of your user base or pool of potential users for the secure portal..

� Expected percentage of total users using the Gateway (at maximum load)
Apply a percentage to your total number of users to determine this figure.

� Average time between page hits
This is how often on average a user requests a page from the portal server.

� Session average time
This determines howmany logins per second that the Gatewaymust sustain for a given number
of concurrent users.

NetletUsageCharacteristics
Consider the followingNetlet characteristics of the Gateway, which can have a impact on calculating
the number of Gateway instances:

� Netlet is enabled in the Portal Server administration console.
If Netlet is enabled, the Gateway needs to determine whether the incoming traffic is Netlet traffic
or Portal Server traffic. Disabling Netlet reduces this overhead since the Gateway assumes that all
incoming traffic is either HTTPorHTTPS traffic. Disable Netlet only if you are sure you do not
want to use any remote applications with Portal Server.

� Expected percentage of total users using Netlet
Apply a percentage to your total number of users to determine this figure.

� Expected throughput
Determine the expected throughput of your Gateway, expressed in kilobits per second (Kbps).

� Netlet Cipher (encryption) being used
Choices include Native VM and Java software plugin ciphers.
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Portal ServerUseCases
Use cases are written scenarios used to test and present the system’s capabilities and form an
important part of your high-level design. Though you implement use case scenarios toward the end
of the project, formulate them early in the project once you have established your requirements.

When available, use cases can provide valuable insight into how the system is to be tested. Use cases
are beneficial in identifying how you need to design the user interface from a navigational
perspective.When designing use cases, compare them to your requirements to get a thorough view
of their completeness and how you are to interpret the test results.

Use cases provide amethod for organizing your requirements. Instead of a bulleted list of
requirements, you organize them in a way that tells a story of how someone can use the system. This
provides for greater completeness and consistency, and also gives you a better understanding of the
importance of a requirement from a user perspective.

Use cases help to identify and clarify the functional requirements of the portal. Use cases capture all
the different ways a portal would be used, including the set of interactions between the user and the
portal as well as the services, tasks, and functions the portal is required to perform.

Ause case defines a goal-oriented set of interactions between external actors and the portal system.
(Actors are parties outside the system that interact with the system, and can be a class of users, roles
users can play, or other systems.)

Use case steps are written in an easy-to-understand structured narrative using the vocabulary of the
domain.

Use case scenarios are an instance of a use case, representing a single path through the use case. Thus,
theremay be a scenario for themain flow through the use case and other scenarios for each possible
variation of flow through the use case (for example, representing each option).

Elements of Portal ServerUseCases
When developing use cases for your portal, keep the following elements inmind:

� Priority. Describes the priority, or ranking of the use case. For example, this could range from
high tomedium to low.

� Context of use. Describes the setting or environment in which the use case occurs.
� Scope. Describes the conditions and limititations of the use case.
� Primary user. Describes what kind of user this applies to, for example, an end user or an

administrator.
� Special requirements. Describes any other conditions that apply.
� Stakeholders. Describes the people who have a vested interest in how a product decision is made

or carried out.
� Precondition. Describes the prerequisites that must bemet for the use case to occur.

Portal Server Use Cases
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� Minimal guarantees. Describes theminimum thatmust occur if the use case is not successfully
completed.

� Success guarantees. Describes what happens if the use case is successfully completed.
� Trigger. Describes the particular item in the system that causes the event to occur.
� Description. Provides a step-by-step account of the use case, from start to finish.

ExampleUseCase:Authenticate Portal User
Table 3–1 describes a use case for a portal user to authenticate with the portal.

TABLE 3–1UseCase:Authenticate Portal User

Item Description

Priority Must have.

Context of Use Only authenticated users are allowed to gain access to the portal resources.
This access restriction applies to all portal resources, including content and
services. This portal relies on the user IDsmaintained in the corporate
LDAPdirectory.

Scope The portal users identify themselves only once for a complete online
session. In the case that an idle time-out occurs, the users must reidentify
themselves. If the portal user identification fails more often than a specified
amount of allowed retries, access to the intranet should be revoked or
limited (deactivated) until a system administrator reactivates the account.
In this case, the portal user should be advised to contact the authorized
person. The identified portal users are able to access only the data and
information that they are authorized for.

Primary User Portal end user.

Special Requirements None.

Stakeholders Portal end user.

Preconditions The portal user is an authorized user. Standard corporate LDAPuser ID.
Must be provided to each employee.Authorized LDAP entry. Every
employee has access to the corporate intranet. No guest account.

Minimal Guarantees Friendly customer-centric message. Status—with errormessage indicating
whom to call.

Success Guarantees Presented with Portal Desktop home page.Authentication. Entitlement.
Personal information.

Trigger When any portal page is accessed and the user is not yet logged in.
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TABLE 3–1UseCase:Authenticate Portal User (Continued)
Item Description

Description 1. User enters the portal URL.
2. If the customization parameter [remember login] is set, then

automatically login the user and provide a session ID.
3. If first time user, prompt for LDAPuser ID and password.
4. User enters previously assigned user ID and password.
5. Information is passed toAccessManager for validation.
6. If authentication passes, assign session ID and continue.
7. If authentication fails, display errormessage, return user to login page;

decrement remaining attempts; if preset attempts exceed limit, notify
user and lock out the account.

Quality of Service Requirements
To provide a quality of service, address the following topics:

� “Performance” on page 44
� “Availability” on page 45
� “Scalability” on page 45
� “Security” on page 46

Performance
Workwith portal system administrators and portal developers to set the portal performance
objectives based on the projected requirements of your portal. Objectives include the number of
users, the number of concurrent users at peak load time and their usage pattern in accessing Portal
Server.

You need to determine these two factors:

� Are you tuning for portal applications rapid response?
� Are you tuning for a large number of user concurrency?

As the number of users concurrently connected to the portal increase, the response time decreases
given the same hardware and same set of parameters. Hence, gather information about the level of
usage expected on your Portal Server, the anticipated number of concurrent users at any given time,
the number of Portal Desktop activity requests, the amount of portal channel usage, acceptable
response time for the end-user which is determined by your organization, and an optimal hardware
configuration tomeet the criteria.
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Availability
Making Portal Server highly available involves ensuring high availability on each of the following
components:

� Portal Server. In openmode, you can use a load balancer to detect a failed server component and
redirect requests to other servers. In securemode, Gateway components can detect the presence
of a failed server component and redirect requests to other servers. (This is valid as long as the
web container is the Sun Java SystemWeb Server.)

� Gateway. A load balancer used with the Gateway detects a failed Gateway component and routes
new requests to other Gateways.A load balancer also has the ability to intelligently distribute the
workload across the server pool. Routing is restored when the failed Gateway recovers. Gateway
components are stateless (session information is stored on the client in anHTTP cookie) so
rerouting around a failed Gateway is transparent to users.

� Directory Server. Anumber of optionsmake the LDAPdirectory highly available.
� Netlet and Rewriter Proxies. In the case of a software crash, a watchdog process automatically

restarts the proxies. In addition, the Gateway performs load balancing and failure detection
failover for the proxies.

Scalability
Scalability is a system’s ability to accommodate a growing user population, without performance
degradation, by the addition of processing resources. The two general means of scaling a system are
vertical and horizontal scaling. The subject of this section is the application of scaling techniques for
the Portal Server.

Benefits of scalable systems include:

� Improved response time
� Fault tolerance
� Manageability
� Expendability
� Simplified application development
� Buildingmodules

Vertical Scaling
In vertical scaling, CPUs, memory, multiple instances of Portal Server, or other resources are added to
onemachine. This enables more process instances to run simultaneously. In Portal Server, you want
tomake use of this by planning and sizing to the number of CPUs you need.

Horizontal Scaling
In horizontal scaling, machines are added. This also enables multiple simultaneous processing and a
distributed work load. In Portal Server, youmake use of horizontal scaling because you can run the
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Portal Server, Directory Server andAccessManager on different nodes. Horizontal scaling can also
make use of vertical scaling, by addingmore CPUs, for example.

Additionally, you can scale a Portal Server installation horizontally by installing server component
instances onmultiple machines. Each installed server component instance executes anHTTP
process, which listens on a TCP/IP port whose number is determined at installation time. Gateway
components use a round-robin algorithm to assign new session requests to server instances.While a
session is established, anHTTP cookie, stored on the client, indicates the session server.All
subsequent requests go to that server.

The section “Designing for Localization” on page 48, discusses an approach to a specific type of
configuration that provides optimumperformance and horizontal scalability.

Security
Security is the set of hardware, software, practices, and technologies that protect a server and its users
frommalicious outsiders. In that regard, security protects against unexpected behavior.

You need to address security globally and include people and processes as well as products and
technologies. Unfortunately, toomany organizations rely solely on firewall technology as their only
security strategy. These organizations do not realize that many attacks come from employees, not
outsiders. Therefore, you need to consider additional tools and processes when creating a secure
portal environment.

Operating Portal Server in a secure environment involvesmaking certain changes to the Solaris™
Operating Environment, the Gateway and server configuration, the installation of firewalls, and user
authentication throughDirectory Server and SSO throughAccessManager. In addition, you can use
certificates, SSL encryption, and group and domain access.

Access Control
Portal Server relies on theHTTPS encryption protocol, in addition to UNIX system security, for
protecting the Portal Server system software.

Security is provided by the web container, which you can configure to use SSL, if desired. Portal
Server also supports SSL for authentication and end-user registration. By enabling SSL certificates on
the web server, the Portal Desktop and other web applications can also be accessed securely. You can
use theAccessManager policy to enforce URL-based access policy.

Portal Server depends on the authentication service provided byAccessManager and supports single
sign-on (SSO) with any product that also uses theAccessManager SSOmechanism. The SSO
mechanism uses encoded cookies tomaintain session state.

Another layer of security is provided by SRA. It uses HTTPS by default for connecting the client
browser to the intranet. The Gateway uses the Rewriter or Proxylet to enable all intranet web sites to
be accessed without exposing them directly to the Internet. The Gateway also provides URL-based
access policy enforcement without having tomodify the web servers being accessed.
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Communication from the Gateway to the server and intranet resources can beHTTPS orHTTP.
Communication within the Portal Server system, for example between web applications and the
directory server, does not use encryption by default, but it can be configured to use SSL.

UNIXUser Installation
You can install and configure Portal Server to run under three different UNIX users:

� root. This is the default option.All Portal Server components are installed and configured to run
as the system superuser. Some security implications arise from this configuration:An application
bug can be exploited to gain root access tothe system. You need root access tomodify some of the
templates. This raises potential security ocncerns as theis responsibility is typically delegated to
non-system administrators who can pose a threat to the system.

� User nobody. You can install Portal Server as the user nobody (uid 60001). This can improve the
security of the system, because the user nobody does not have any privileges and cannot create,
read, ormodify the system files. This feature prevents user nobody from using Portal Server to
gain access to system files and break into the system.

The user nobody does not have a password, which prevents a regular user from becoming nobody.
Only the superuser can change users without being prompted for a password. Thus, you still need
root access to start and stop Portal Server services.

� Non-root user. You can run Portal Server as a regular UNIX user. The security benefits of a
regular user are similar to the security benefits provided by the user nobody. A regular UNIX user
has additional benefits as this type of user can start, stop, and configure services.After
installation, you need to change ownership of some files.

See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q5 Installation Guide for more information.

LimitingAccess Control
While the traditional security UNIXmodel is typically viewed as all-or-nothing, you can use
alternative tools to provide some additional flexibility. These tools provide themechanisms needed
to create a fine grain access control to individual resources, such as different UNIX commands. For
example, this toolset enables Portal Server to be run as root, while allowing certain users and roles
superuser privileges to start, stop, andmaintain the Portal Server framework.

These tools include:

� Role-BasedAccess Control (RBAC). Solaris 8 and higher include the Role-BasedAccess
Control (RBAC) to package superuser privileges and assign them to user accounts. RBAC
enables separation of powers, controlled delegation of privileged operations to users, and a
variable degree of access control.

� Sudo. Sudo is publicly available software, which enables a system administrator to give certain
users the ability to execute a command as another user. See:

http://www.courtesan.com/sudo/sudo.html
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Using a SecureAccess Zone
Formaximum security, the Gateway is installed between two firewalls. The outermost firewall
enables only SSL traffic from the Internet to the Gateways, which then direct traffic to servers on the
internal network.

Designing for Localization
Localization is the process of adapting text and cultural content to a specific audience. Localization
can be approached in two different ways:

� Localization of the entire product into a language that we don’t provide. This is usually done by a
professional service organization.

� Localization of parts of Portal Server that can be translated to support localization include:

� Template and JSP files
� Resource Bundles
� Display profile properties

For advanced language localization, create a well-defined directory structure for template directories.
To preserve the upgrade path, maintain custom content and code outside of default directories. See
the Sun Java System Portal Server 7 2006Q1Developer’s Guide for more information on localization.

Designing for Localization
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Logical Design

During the logical design phase of the solution life cycle, you design a logical architecture showing
the interrelationships of the logical components of the solution. The logical architecture and the
usage analysis from the technical requirements phase form a deployment scenario, which is the input
to the deployment design phase.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About LogicalArchitectures” on page 49
� “Portal Server Components” on page 51
� “Secure RemoteAccess Components” on page 52
� “Portal Server Nodes” on page 62
� “Example Portal Server LogicalArchitectures” on page 66
� “Example SRALogicalArchitectures” on page 78

About LogicalArchitectures
Alogical architecture identifies the software components needed to implement a solution, showing
the interrelationships among the components. The logical architecture and the quality of service
requirements determined during the technical requirements phase form a deployment scenario. The
deployment scenario is the basis for designing the deployment architecture, which occurs in the next
phase, deployment design.

Analysis of LogicalArchitecture
Ahigh-level logical architecture provides the basis for a low-level logical architecture. The high-level
logical architecture needs tomeet the business and technical needs that you previously established.
The logical architecture is broken down according to the various applications that comprise the
system as a whole and the way in which users interact with it. In general, the logical architecture
includes Portal Server Secure RemoteAccess (SRA), high availability, security (includingAccess
Manager, andDirectory Server architectural components.
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The high- and low-level architectures also need to account for any factors beyond the control of the
portal, including your network, hardware failures, and improper channel design.

The low-level architecture specifies such items as the physical architecture, network infrastructure,
Portal Desktop channel and container design and the actual hardware and software components.

High-Level LogicalArchitecture
The high-level logical architecture to supports both the business and technical requirements and
addresses questions such as:

� Does the proposed architecture support both the business and technical requirements?
� Can anymodifications strengthen this architecture?
� Are there alternative architectures that might accomplish this?
� What is the physical layout of the system?
� What is themapping of various components and connectivity?
� What is the logical definition describing the different categories of users and the systems and

applications users have access to?
� Does the design account for addingmore hardware to the system as required by the increase in

web traffic over time?

Low-Level LogicalArchitecture
Low-level architecture focuses on specifying the processes and standards you use to build your portal
solution, and specifying the actual hardware and software components of the solution, including:

� The Portal Server complex of servers.
� Network connectivity, describing how the portal complex attaches to the “outside world.”Within

this topic, you need to take into account security issues, protocols, speeds, and connections to
other applications or remote sites.

� Information architecture, including user interfaces, content presentation and organization, data
sources, and feeds.

� AccessManager architecture, including the strategy and design of organizations,
suborganizations, roles, groups, and users, which is critical to long-term success.

� Integration strategy, including how the portal acts as an integration point for consolidating and
integrating various information, and bringing people together in newways.

About LogicalArchitectures
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Portal Server Components
Portal Server deployment consists of the following components:

� Sun Java™ SystemAccessManager
AccessManager provides user and servicemanagement, authentication and single sign-on
services, policymanagement, logging service, debug utility, the administration console, and
client support interfaces for Portal Server. This consists of:

� Java Development Kit (JDK™)
Java Development Kit software provides the Java run-time environment for all Java software
in Portal Server and its underlying components. Portal Server depends on the JDK software
in the web container.

� Network Security Services for Java software
� Sun Java SystemWeb Server
� JavaAPI for XMLProcessing (JAXP)

� Sun Java SystemDirectory Server
Directory Server provides the primary configuration and user profile data repository for Portal
Server. The Directory Server is LDAP compliant and implemented on an extensible, open
schema.

� WebContainers

� Sun Java SystemWeb Server
� Sun Java SystemApplication Server Enterprise Edition

The following web containers can be used in place of theWeb Server andApplication Server
software:

� BEAWebLogic Server
� IBMWebSphere®Application Server

See the Sun Java Enterprise System 2005Q5 Installation Guide for information on deploying
Portal Server in various web containers.

Note – See the latest Portal Server Release Notes for specific versions of products supported by Portal
Server.

In addition to the components that make up the portal, your design should include (but is not
limited to) the following:

� Contents fromRDBMs
� Third-party content providers
� Custom developed providers and content
� Integration with back-end systems such asmessaging and calendaring systems
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� Role of the ContentManagement System
� Customer ResourceManagement
� Whether the portal runs in open or securemode (requires Secure RemoteAccess)
� Usage estimates, which include your assumptions on the total number of registered users,

average percentage of registered users logged in per day, average concurrent users that are logged
in per day, average login time, average number of content channels that a logged in user has
selected, and average number of application channels that a logged in user has selected.

Additionally, you need to consider how the following three network zones fit into your design:

� Internet.The public Internet is any network outside of the intranet andDMZ. Users portal
server and securely access the Gateway and from here.

� Demilitarized Zone (DMZ).Asecure area between two firewalls, enabling access to internal
resources while limiting potential for unauthorized entry. The Gateway resides here where it can
securely direct traffic from the application and content servers to the Internet.

� Intranet.Contains all resource servers. This includes intranet applications, web content servers,
and application servers. The Portal Server andDirectory Server reside here.

The logical architecture also describes the Portal Desktop look and feel, including potential items
such as:

� Default page, with its default banner, logo, channels; total page weight, that is, total number of
bytes of all the components of the page, includingHTML, style sheet, JavaScript™, and image
files; total number of HTTP requests for the page, that is, howmanyHTTP requests are required
to complete downloading the page.

� Personalized pages, with channels that users can conceivably display and what preferences are
available.

The logical architecture is where you also develop a caching strategy, if your site requires one. If the
pages returned to your users contain references to large numbers of images, Portal Server can deliver
these images for all users. However, if these types of requests can be offloaded to a reverse proxy type
of caching appliance, you can free up system resources so that Portal Server can service additional
users.Additionally, by placing a caching appliance closer to end users, these images can be delivered
to end users somewhatmore quickly, thus enhancing the overall end user experience.

SecureRemoteAccess Components
This section describes the following SRAcomponents:

� “SRAGateway” on page 53
� “Netlet” on page 55
� “Netlet Proxy” on page 57
� “NetFile” on page 57
� “Rewriter” on page 60
� “Rewriter Proxy” on page 61
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� “Proxylet” on page 61

SRAGateway
The SRAGateway is a standalone Java process that can be considered to be stateless, since state
information can be rebuilt transparently to the end user. The Gateway listens on configured ports to
accept HTTP andHTTPS requests. Upon receiving a request, the Gateway checks session validity
and header information to determine the type of request. Depending on the type of request, the
Gateway performs the following:

� Netlet request. Routes the request (traffic) to the server specified in the Netlet rule that the user
clicked in the Portal Desktop.

� HTTP(S) traffic. Routes the request to the server as specified by theHTTPheader. Upon
receiving a response from the server, the Gateway translates the response so that all intranet links
within the response work on the extranet.

All the Gateway configuration information is stored in theAccessManager’s LDAPdatabase as a
profile.Agateway profile consists of all the configuration information related to the Gateway except.

All machine-specific information, such asmachine-specific information such as host name and IP
address, is stored in a configuration file in the local file systemwhere the Gateway is installed. This
enables one gateway profile to be shared betweenGateways that are running onmultiple machines.

Asmentioned previously, you can configure the Gateway to run in bothHTTP andHTTPSmodes,
simultaneously. This helps both intranet and extranet users to access the sameGateway: extranet
users over HTTPS, and intranet users over HTTP (without the overhead of SSL).

MultipleGateway Instances
If desired, you can runmultiple Gateway instances on a single machine—this is referred as a
multihomedGateway. Each Gateway instance listens on separate port(s). You can configure Gateway
instances to contact the same Portal Server instance, or different Portal Server instances.When
runningmultiple instances of a Gateway on the samemachine, you can associate an independent
certificate database with each instance of the Gateway, and bind that Gateway to a domain. In
essence, this provides the flexibility of having a different Gateway server certificate for each domain.

Multiple Portal Server Instances

Note – Session stickiness is not required in front of a Gateway (unless you are usingNetlet), however
performance is improved with session stickiness. On the other hand, session stickiness to the Portal
Server instances is enforced by SRA.
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Proxies
TheGateway uses proxies that are specified in its profile to retrieve contents from various web
servers within the intranet and extranet. You can dedicate proxies for hosts andDNS subdomains
and domains. Depending on the proxy configuration, the Gateway uses the appropriate proxy to
fetch the required contents. If the proxy requires authentication, the proxy name is stored as part of
the gateway profile, that the Gateway uses automatically, when connecting to the proxy.

GatewayandHTTPBasicAuthentication
TheGateway supports basic authentication, that is, prompting for a user ID and password but not
protecting those credentials during transmission from the user’s computer to the site’s web server.
Such protection usually requires the establishment of a secure HTTP connection, typically through
the use of SSL.

If a web server requires basic authentication the client prompts for user name and password and
sends the information back to the requesting server.With the Gateway enabled for HTTPbasic
authentication, it captures the user name and password information and stores a copy in the user’s
profile in theAccessManager for subsequent authentications and login attempts. The original data is
passed by the Gateway to the destination web server for basic authentication. The web server
performs the validation of the user name and password.

The Gateway also enables fine control of denying and allowing this capability on an individual host
basis.

GatewayandSSLSupport
TheGateway supports both SSLv2 and SSLv3 encryption while running inHTTPSmode. You can
use the Portal Server administration console to enable or disable specific encryption. The Gateway
also supports Transport Layer Security (TLS).

SSL v3 has two authenticationmodes:

� Mandatory server authentication. The clientmust authenticate the server.
� Optional authentication. The server is configured to authenticate the client.

Personal Digital Certificate (PDC) authentication is amechanism that authenticates a user through
SSL client authentication. The Gateway supports PDC authentication with the support ofAccess
Manager authenticationmodules.With SSL client authentication, the SSLhandshake ends at the
Gateway. This PDC-based authentication is integrated along with theAccessManager’s
certificate-based authentication. Thus, the client certificate is handled byAccessManager and not by
the Gateway.

If the session information is not found as part of the HTTPorHTTPS request, the Gateway directly
takes the user to the authentication page by obtaining the login URL fromAccessManager. Similarly,
if the Gateway finds that the session is not valid as part of a request, it takes the user to the login URL
and at successful login, takes the user to the requested destination.

After the SSL session has been established, the Gateway continues to receive the incoming requests,
checks session validity, and then forwards the request to the destination web server.
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TheGateway server handles all Netlet traffic. If an incoming client request is Netlet traffic, the
Gateway checks for session validity, decrypts the traffic, and forwards it to the application server. If
Netlet Proxy is enabled, the Gateway checks for session validity and forwards it to Netlet Proxy. The
Netlet Proxy then decrypts and forwards it to the application server.

Note –Because 40-bit encryption is very insecure, the Gateway provides an option that enables you to
reject connections from a 40-bit encryption browser.

GatewayAccess Control
TheGateway enforces access control by using AllowedURLs andDenied URLs lists. Even whenURL
access is allowed, the Gateway checks the validly of the session against theAccessManager session
server. URLs that are designated in the NonAuthenticated URL list bypass session validation, as well
as theAllowed andDenied lists. Entries in the Denied URLs list take precedence over entries in the
AllowedURLs list. If a particular URL is not part of any list, then access is denied to that URL. The
wildcard character, *, can also be used as a part of the URL in either theAllow or Deny list.

Gateway Logging
You canmonitor the complete user behavior by enabling logging on the Gateway. The Gateway uses
the Portal Server loggingAPI for creating logs.

UsingAcceleratorswith theGateway
You can configure accelerators, which are dedicated hardware co-processors, to off-load the SSL
functions from a server’s CPU. Using accelerators frees the CPU to perform other tasks and increases
the processing speed for SSL transactions.

Netlet
Netlet can provide secure access to fixed port applications and some dynamic port applications that
are available on the intranet from outside the intranet. The client can be behind a remote firewall and
SSLproxy, or directly connected to the Internet.All the secure connectionsmade from outside the
intranet to the intranet applications through the Netlet are controlled byNetlet rules.

ANetlet applet running on the browser sets up an encrypted TCP/IP tunnel between the remote
client machine and intranet applications on the remote hosts. Netlet listens to and accepts
connections on preconfigured ports, and routes both incoming and outgoing traffic between the
client and the destination server. Both incoming and outgoing traffic is encrypted using an
encryption algorithm selected by the user, or configured by the administrator. The Netlet rule
contains the details of all servers, ports, and encryption algorithms used in a connection.
Administrators create Netlet rules by using the Portal Server administration console.
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Static andDynamic PortApplications
Static port applications run on known or static ports. Examples include IMAP and POP servers,
Telnet daemons, and jCIFS. For static port applications, the Netlet rule includes the destination
server port so that requests can be routed directly to their destinations.

Dynamic applications agree upon a port for communication as part of the handshake. You can
include the destination server port as part of the Netlet rule. The Netlet needs to understand the
protocol and examine the data to find the port being used between the client and the server. FTP is a
dynamic port application. In FTP, the port for actual data transfer between the client and server is
specified through the PORT command. In this case, the Netlet parses the traffic to obtain the data
channel port dynamically.

Currently, FTP andMicrosoft Exchange are the only dynamic port applications that Portal Server
supports.

Note –AlthoughMicrosoft Exchange 2000 is supported withNetlet, the following constraints apply:

� For Portal Server versions before 6.3:

� Youmust configure Exchange to use STATIC ports.
� Netlet does not work withWindows 2000 and XP becauseWindows 2000 and XP clients

reserve the Exchange port (port 135) for the RPC Portmapper, whichActive Directory uses.
Previous versions ofWindows did not reserve this port. Because the port is reserved, you
cannot assignNetlet to it, and thus the port cannot provide the necessary tunneling.

� TheOutlook 2000 client has the limitation that it does not enable you to change the port on
which you want to connect to the Exchange server.

� For Portal Server 6.3 and later versions, Proxylet technology was introduced for use with OWA
and Sun Java Enterprise Server, Portal Server Secure RemoteAccess deployments issues. Portal
ServerAdministrators should consider this technology for a better user experience.

Netlet andApplication Integration
Netlet works withmany third parties such as Graphon, Citrix, and pcAnywhere. Each of these
products provides secure access to the user’s Portal Desktop from a remotemachine using Netlet.

Split Tunneling
Split tunneling allows a VPN client to connect to both secure sites and non-secure sites, without
having to connect or disconnect the VPN—in this case, the Netlet—connection. The client
determines whether to send the information over the encrypted path, or to send it by using the
non-encrypted path. The concern over split tunneling is that you could have a direct connection
from the non-secure Internet to your VPN-secured network, via the client. Turning off split
tunneling (not allowing both connections simultaneously) reduces the vulnerability of the VPN (or
in the case of Netlet) connection to Internet intrusion.
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Though Portal Server does not prohibit nor shut downmultiple network connections while attached
to the portal site, it does prevent unauthorized users from “piggybacking” on other users’s sessions in
the following ways:

� Netlet is an application specific VPN and not a general purpose IP router. Netlet only forwards
packets that have been defined by a Netlet rule. This differs from the standard VPN approach that
gives you complete LAN access once you’ve connected to the network.

� Only an authenticated portal user can run the Netlet. No portal application can be run until the
user has been successfully authenticated, and no new connections can bemade if an
authenticated session does not exist.

� All access controls in place on the application side are still in effect so that an attacker would also
have to break in to the back-end application.

� Every Netlet connection results in a dialog box posted by the Netlet (running in the authenticated
user’s JVM™) to the authenticated user’s display. The dialog box asks for verification and
acknowledgement to permit the new connection. For attackers to be able to utilize a Netlet
connection, attackers would need to know that the Netlet was running, the port number it was
listening on, how to break the back-end application, and convince the user to approve the
connection.

Netlet Proxy
ANetlet Proxy helps reduce the number of open ports needed in the firewall to connect the Gateway
and the destination hosts.

For example, consider a configuration where users needNetlet to connect with a large number of
Telnet, FTP, andMicrosoft Exchange servers within the intranet.Assume that the Gateway is in a
DMZ. If it routes the traffic to all the destination servers, a large number of ports would need to be
open in the second firewall. To alleviate this problem, you can use a Netlet Proxy behind the second
firewall and configure the Gateway to forward the traffic to the Netlet Proxy. The Netlet Proxy then
routes all the traffic to the destination servers in the intranet and you reduce the number of open
ports required in the second firewall. You can also deploymultiple Netlet Proxies behind the second
firewall to avoid a single point of failure.

You could also use a third-party proxy to use only one port in the second firewall.

Note – Installing theNetlet Proxy on a separate node can help with Portal Server response time by
offloading Netlet traffic to a separate node.

NetFile
NetFile enables remote access and operation of file systems that reside within the corporate intranet
in a securemanner.
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NetFile uses standard protocols such as NFS, jCIFS, and FTP to connect to any of the UNIX or
Windows file systems that are permissible for the user to access. NetFile enables most file operations
that are typical to filemanager applications.

Components
To provide access to various file systems, NetFile has three components:

� NetFile Java 1 Applet. Has anAWT-based user interface. For use with older browsers that
cannot support Java 2.

� NetFile Java 2 Applet. Has a Swing-based user interface. For use with browsers that support Java
plug-ins.

� NetFile servlet(s). TwoNetFile servlets are present in the web container, one for each kind of
NetFile applet. The servlets are responsible for connecting to different types of file systems,
carrying out the operations that NetFile is configured to handle, and sending the information
back to the applets for display.

NetFile is internationalized and provides access to file systems irrespective of their locale (character
encoding).

NetFile usesAccessManager to store its own profile, as well as user settings and preferences. You
administer NetFile through the Portal Server administration console.

Initialization
When a user selects a NetFile link in the Portal Server Desktop, the NetFile servlet checks if the user
has a valid SSO token and permission to execute NetFile. If so, the applet is rendered to the browser.
The NetFile applet connects back to the servlet to get its own configuration such as size, locale,
resource bundle, as well as user settings and preferences. NetFile obtains the locale information and
other user information (such as user name, mail ID, andmail server) using the user’s SSO token. The
user settings include any settings that the user has inherited from an organization or role, settings
that are customized by the user, and settings that the user has stored upon exit from a previous
NetFile session.

ValidatingCredentials
NetFile uses the credentials supplied by users to authenticate users before granting access to the file
systems.

The credentials include a user name, password, andWindows or Novell domain (wherever
applicable). Each share can have an independent password, therefore, users need to enter their
credentials for every share (except for common hosts) that you add.

NetFile uses UNIXAuthentication from theAccessManager to grant access to NFS file systems. For
file systems that are accessed over FTP and jCIFs protocols, NetFile uses themethods provided by the
protocol itself to validate the credentials.
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Access Control
NetFile provides variousmeans of file system access control. You can deny access to users to a
particular file system based on the protocol. For example, you can deny a particular user, role, or
organization access to file systems that are accessible only over NFS.

You can configure NetFile to allow or deny access to file systems at any level, from organization, to
suborganization, to user. You can also allow or deny access to specific servers.Access can be allowed
or denied to file systems for users depending on the type of host, includingWindows, FTP, NFS, and
FTP over NetWare. For example, you can deny access forWindows hosts to all users of an
organization. You can also specify a set of common hosts at an organization or role level, so that all
users in that organization or role can access the common hosts without having to add them for each
and everymember of the organization or role.

As part of the NetFile service, you can configure the AllowedURLs or Denied URLs lists to allow or
deny access to servers at the organization, role, or user level. The Denied URLs list takes precedence
over theAllowedURLs. TheAllowedURLs andDenied URLs lists can contain the * wildcard to
allow or deny access to a set of servers under a single domain or subdomain.

Security
When you use NetFile with SRAconfigured for SSL, all connectionsmade fromNetFile applets to the
underlying file system happen over the SSL connection established between the Gateway and the
browser. Because you typically install the Gateway in a DMZ, and open a limited number of ports
(usually only one) in the second firewall, you do not compromise security while providing access to
the file systems.

Special Operations
NetFile is much like a typical file manager application with a set of features that are appropriate for a
remote filemanager application. NetFile enables users to upload and download files between the
local and remote file systems (shares). You can limit the size of the upload file (from the local to the
remote file system) through the Portal Server administration console.

NetFile also enables users to select multiple files and compress them by using GZIP and ZIP
compression. Users can select multiple files and send them in a single email as multiple attachments.
NetFile also uses the SSO token ofAccessManager to access the user’s email settings (such as IMAP
server, user name, password, and reply-to address) for sending email.

Double-clicking a file in the NetFile window launches the application corresponding to theMIME
type and opens the file. NetFile provides a defaultMIME types configuration file that hasmappings
formost popular file types (extensions) andMIME-types that you can edit for adding newmappings.

You can search for files and display the list in a separate window using NetFile. The results of each
search are displayed in a newwindowwhile maintaining the previous search result windows. The
type of character encoding to be used for a particular share is user configurable, and is part of the
share’s setting. If no character encoding is specified, NetFile uses ISO-8859-1 while working with the
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shares. The ISO-8859-1 encoding is capable of handlingmost common languages. ISO-8859-1
encoding gives NetFile the capability to list files in any language and to transferring files in any
language without damaging the file contents.

NetFile creates temporary files only whenmailing files (in both NetFile Java 1 and Java 2). Temporary
files are not created during uploading and downloading files betweenWindows file systems and the
local file systems over the jCIFS protocol.

Note –NetFile supports deletion of directories and remote files.All the contents of remote directories
are deleted recursively.

NetFile andMultithreading
NetFile usesmultithreading to provide the flexibility of runningmultiple operations simultaneously.
For example, users can launch a search operation, start uploading files, then send files by using email.
NetFile performs all three operations simultaneously and still permit the user to browse through the
file listing.

Rewriter
Rewriter is an independent component that translates all URIs (in bothHTMLand JavaScript code)
to ensure that the intranet content is always fetched through the Gateway. You define a ruleset (a
collection of rules) that identifies all URLs that need to be rewritten in a page. The ruleset is an XML
fragment that is written according to a Document Type Definition (DTD). Using the generic ruleset
that ships with the Rewriter, you can rewrite most URLs (but not all) without any additional rules.
You can also associate rulesets with domains for domain-based translations.

An external ruleset identifies the URI in the content.Any request that needs to be served by SRA
follows this route:

� Route for SRARequests

From the request, SRA identifies theURI of the intranet page or Internet page that needs to be
served.

SRAuses the proxy settings to connect to the identifiedURI.

The domain of theURI is used to identify the ruleset to be used to rewrite this content.

After fetching the content and ruleset, SRA inputs these to the Rewriterwhere identifiedURIs are
translated.

The original URI is replacedwith the rewrittenURI.

1

2

3

4

5
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This process is repeated until the endof the document is reached.

The resultant Rewriter output is routed to the browser.

Rewriter Proxy
Tominimize the number of open ports in the firewall, use the Rewriter Proxy.When you install the
Rewriter Proxy, HTTP requests are redirected to the Rewriter Proxy instead of directly to the
destination host. The Rewriter Proxy in turn sends the request to the destination server.

Using the Rewriter Proxy enables secure HTTP traffic between the Gateway and intranet computers
and offers two advantages:

� If a firewall is between the Gateway and server, the firewall needs to open only two ports. One
firewall is between the Gateway and the Rewriter Proxy and another is between the Gateway and
the Portal Server.

� You can use a third-party proxy to use only one port in the second firewall to read the Rewriter
Proxy.

� HTTP traffic is now secure between the Gateway and the intranet even if the destination server
only supports HTTPprotocol (not HTTPS).

Note –You can runmultiple Rewriter Proxies to avoid a single point of failure and achieve load
balancing.

Proxylet
Proxylet is a dynamic proxy server that runs on a client machine. Proxylet redirects a URL to the
Gateway. It does this by reading andmodifying the proxy settings of the browser on the client
machine so that the settings point to the local proxy server or Proxylet.

It supports bothHTTP and SSL, inheriting the transport mode from the Gateway. If the Gateway is
configured to run on SSL, Proxylet establishes a secure channel between the client machine and the
Gateway. Proxylet uses the Java 2 Enterprise EditionAPI if the client JVM is 1.4 or higher or if the
required jar files reside on the client machine. Otherwise it uses the KSSLAPI.

Proxylet is enabled from the Portal Server administration console where the client IP address and
port are specified.

Unlike Rewriter, Proxylet is an out-of-the-box solution with very little or no post-installation
changes.Also Gateway performance improves because Proxylet does not deal with web content.

6

7
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Portal ServerNodes
Usually, but not always, you deploy Portal Server software on the following different portal nodes
(servers) that work together to implement the portal:

� Portal Server node. The web server where Portal Server resides. You can also install the Search
component on this node if desired.AccessManager can reside here.

� AccessManager node.The server whereAccessManager can reside.AccessManager does not
have to reside on the same node as Portal Server.

� Search node.Optional. The server you use for the Portal Server Search service. You can install
the Portal Server Search service on its own server for performance, scalability and availability
reasons.

� Gateway nodes. Optional. The server where the SRAGateway resides. You can install the
Gateway on the portal node. Because you locate the Gateway in the DMZ, the Gateway is
installed on a separate, non-portal node.

� Netlet Proxy node. Optional. The server used to run applications securely between users’ remote
desktops and the servers running applications on your intranet.

� Rewriter Proxy node. Optional. The server used to run applications securely between users’
remote desktops and the servers running applications on your intranet.

� Directory Server node. The server runningDirectory Server software. You can install Directory
Server on a non-portal node.

� Other servers. These servers, such asmail, file, and legacy servers, provide backend support,
data, and applications to portal users.

Portal Server andAccessManager onDifferentNodes
Portal Server andAccessManager can be located on different nodes. This type of deployment
provides the following advantages:

� Identity services can be deployed separately from portal services. Portal Server can be one of
many applications using identity services.

� Authentication and policy services can be separate from provider applications including Portal
Server related applications.

� AccessManager can be used by other web containers to assist with development of portal
customizations.

Note –When Portal Server andAccessManager are on different nodes, theAccessManager SDK
must reside on the same node as Portal Server. The web application and supporting authentication
daemons can reside on a separate node from the Portal Server instance.

The AccessManager SDK consists of the following components:
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IdentityManagement SDK–provides the framework to create andmanage users, roles, groups,
containers, organizations, organizational units, and sub-organizations.

AuthenticationAPI and SPI–provides remote access to the full capabilities of theAuthentication
Service.

UtilityAPI–manages system resources.

LogginAPI and SPI–records, among other things, access approvals, access denials and user activity.

Client DetectionAPI–detects the type of client browser that is attempting to access its resources and
respond with the appropriately formatted pages.

SSOAPI–provides interfaces for validating andmanaging session tokens, and formaintaining the
user’s authentication credentials.

PolicyAPI–evaluates andmanagesAccessManager policies and provides additional functionality
for the Policy Service.

SAMLAPI–exchanges acts of authentication, authorization decisions and attribute information.

FederationManagementAPI–adds functionality based on the LibertyAlliance Project specifications.

Portal Server SystemCommunication Links
Figure 4–1 shows the processes and communication links of a Portal Server system that are critical to
the availability of the solution.
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FIGURE 4–1Portal ServerCommunication Links

In this figure, the box encloses the Portal Server instance running onWeb Server technology.Within
the instance are five servlets (Authentication, Portal Server administration console, Portal Desktop,
Communication Channel, and Search), and the three SDKs (AccessManager SSO,AccessManager
Logging, andAccessManagerManagement). TheAuthentication service servlet alsomakes use of an
LDAP service providermodule.

Auser uses either a browser or the Gateway to communicate with Portal Server. This traffic is
directed to the appropriate servlet. Communication occurs between theAuthentication service’s
LDAPmodule and the LDAP authentication server; between the Communications channel servlet
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and the SMTP/IMAPmessaging server; between theAccessManager SSO SDK and the LDAP
server; and between theAccessManagerManagement SDK and the LDAP server.

Figure 4–1 shows that if the following processes or communication links fail, the portal solution
becomes unavailable to end users:

� Portal Server Instance. Runs in the context of a web container. Components within an instance
communicate through the JVMusing JavaAPIs.An instance is a fully qualified domain name
and a TCPport number. Portal Server services are web applications that are implemented as
servlets or JSP™ files
Portal Server is built on top ofAccessManager for authentication single sign-on (session)
management, policy, and profile database access. Thus, Portal Server inherits all the benefits (and
constraints) ofAccessManager with respect to availability and fault tolerance.
By design,AccessManager’s services are either stateless or the services can share context data.
Services can recover to the previous state in case of a service failure.
Within Portal Server, Portal Desktop does not share state data among instances. This means that
an instance redirect causes the user context to be rebuilt for the enabled services. Usually,
redirected users do not notice this because Portal Server services can rebuild a user context from
the user’s profile, and by using contextual data stored in the request.While this statement is
generally true for out-of-the-box services, it might not be true for channels or custom code.
Developers need to be careful to not design stateful channels to avoid loss of context upon
instance failover.

� Profile Database Server. The profile database server is implemented byDirectory Server
software.Although this server is not strictly part of Portal Server, availability of the server and
integrity of the database are fundamental to the availability of the system.

� Authentication Server. This is the directory server for LDAP authentication (usually, the same
server as the profile database server). You can apply the same high availability techniques to this
server as for the profile database server.

� SRAGateway and Proxies . The SRAGateway is a standalone Java technology process that can
be considered stateless, because state information can be rebuilt transparently to end users. The
Gateway profilemaintains a list of Portal Server instances and does round robin load balancing
across the Gateway instances. Session stickiness is not required in front of a Gateway, but with
session stickiness, performance is better. On the other hand, session stickiness to Portal Server
instances is enforced by SRA.
SRAincludes other Java technology processes called Netlet Proxy and Rewriter Proxy. You use
these proxies to extend the security perimeter from behind the firewall, and limit the number of
holes in the DMZ. You can install these proxies on separate nodes.
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Example Portal Server LogicalArchitectures
This section provides some examples of logical architectures for Portal Server:

� “ATypical Portal Server Installation” on page 66
� “Portal Server BuildingModules” on page 67
� “AccessManager and Portal Server on Separate Nodes” on page 75
� “Two Portal Servers OneAccessManager” on page 76
� “Two Portal Servers TwoAccessManagers” on page 76
� “One Load Balancer TwoAccessManagers” on page 77

ATypical Portal Server Installation
Figure 4–2 illustrates some of the components of a portal deployment but does not address the actual
physical network design, single points of failure, nor high availability.

This illustration shows the high-level architecture of a typical installation at a company site for a
business-to-employee portal. In this figure, the Gateway is hosted in the company’s DMZ along with
other systems accessible from the Internet, including proxy/cache servers, web servers, andmail
Gateways. The portal node, portal search node, and directory server, are hosted on the internal
network where users have access to systems and services ranging from individual employee desktop
systems to legacy systems.

Note – If you are designing an ISP hosting deployment, which hosts separate Portal Server instances
for business customers who each want their own portal, contact your Sun representative. Portal
Server requires customizations to provide ISP hosting functionality.

Figure 4–2 shows users on the Internet accessing the Gateway from a browser. The Gateway connects
the user to the IP address and port for portal users attempting to access. For example, a B2B portal
would usually allow access to only port 443, the HTTPS port. Depending on the authorized use, the
Gateway forwards requests to the portal node, or directly to the service on the enterprise internal
network.
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FIGURE 4–2High-levelArchitecture for a Business-to-Employee Portal

Figure 4–3 shows a Portal Server deployment with SRAservices.
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Because deploying Portal Server is a complex process involvingmany other systems, this section
describes a specific configuration that provides optimumperformance and horizontal scalability.
This configuration is known as a Portal Server buildingmodule.

APortal Server buildingmodule is a hardware and software construct with limited or no
dependencies on shared services.A typical deployment usesmultiple buildingmodules to achieve
optimumperformance and horizontal scalability. Figure 4–4 shows the buildingmodule
architecture.
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Instance

Directory Server
Master Replica

FIGURE 4–4Portal Server BuildingModuleArchitecture

Note –The Portal Server buildingmodule is simply a recommended configuration. In some cases, a
different configurationmight result in slightly better throughput (usually at the cost of added
complexity). For example, adding another instance of Portal Server to a four CPU systemmight
result in up to ten percent additional throughput, at the cost of requiring a load balancer even when
using just a single system.

BuildingModules andHighAvailability Scenarios
Portal Server provides three scenarios for high availability:

� “Best Effort” on page 69

The system is available as long as the hardware does not fail and as long as the Portal Server
processes can be restarted by the watchdog process.

� “No Single Point of Failure” on page 70

The use of hardware and software replication creates a deployment with no single point of failure
(NSPOF). The system is always available, as long as nomore than one failure occurs
consecutively anywhere in the chain of components. However, in the case of failures, user
sessions are lost.

� “Transparent Failover” on page 72
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The system is always available but in addition to NSPOF, failover to a backup instance occurs
transparently to end users. Inmost cases, users do not notice that they have been redirected to a
different node or instance. Sessions are preserved across nodes so that users do not have to
reauthenticate. Portal Server services are stateless or use checkpointingmechanisms to rebuild
the current execution context up to a certain point.

Possible supported architectures include the following:

� Using Sun™ Cluster software on components that support Sun Cluster agents
� Multi-master Directory Server techniques

This section explains implementing these architectures and leverages the buildingmodule concept,
from a high-availability standpoint.

Table 4–1 summarizes these high availability scenarios along with their supporting techniques.

TABLE 4–1Portal ServerHighAvailability Scenarios

Component Requirements
Necessary for Best Effort
Deployment?

Necessary for NSPOF
Deployment?

Necessary for Transparent Failover
Deployment?

Hardware Redundancy Yes Yes Yes

Portal Server Building
Modules

No Yes Yes

Multi-master
Configuration

No Yes Yes

Load Balancing Yes Yes Yes

StatelessApplications
and Checkpointing
Mechanisms

No No Yes

Session Failover No No Yes.

Directory Server
Clustering

No No Yes

Note – Load balancing is not provided out-of-the-boxwith theWeb Server product.

Best Effort

In this scenario, you install Portal Server andDirectory Server on a single node that has a secured
hardware configuration for continuous availability, such as Sun Fire UltraSPARC™ III machines.
(Securing a Solaris™ Operating Environment system requires that changes bemade to its default
configuration.)
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This type of server features full hardware redundancy, including: redundant power supplies, fans,
system controllers; dynamic reconfiguration; CPU hot-plug; online upgrades; and disks rack that can
be configured in RAID 0+1 (striping plusmirroring), or RAID 5 using a volumemanagement
system, which prevents loss of data in case of a disk crash. Figure 4–5 shows a small, best effort
deployment using the buildingmodule architecture.
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Browser 

FIGURE 4–5Best Effort Scenario

In this scenario, for memory allocation, four CPUs by eight GB RAM (4x8) of memory is sufficient
for one buildingmodule. The Portal Server console is outside of the buildingmodule so that it can be
shared with other resources. (Your actual sizing calculationsmight result in a different allocation
amount.)

This scenariomight suffice for task critical requirements. Its major weakness is that amaintenance
action necessitating a system shutdown results in service interruption.

When SRAis used, and a software crash occurs, a watchdog process automatically restarts the
Gateway, Netlet Proxy, and Rewriter Proxy.

NoSingle Point of Failure

Portal Server natively supports the no single point of failure (NSPOF) scenario. NSPOF is built on
top of the best effort scenario, and in addition, introduces replication and load balancing.

Figure 4–6 shows a buildingmodule consisting of a a Portal Server instance, a Directory Server
replica for profile reads and a search engine database.As such, at least two buildingmodules are
necessary to achieve NSPOF, thereby providing a backup if one of the buildingmodules fails. These
buildingmodules consist of four CPUs by eight GB RAM.
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FIGURE 4–6NoSingle Point of Failure Example

When the load balancer detects Portal Server failures, it redirects users’ requests to a backup building
module.Accuracy of failure detection varies among load balancing products. Some products are
capable of checking the availability of a system by probing a service involving several functional areas
of the server, such as the servlet engine, and the JVM. In particular, most vendor solutions from
Resonate, Cisco,Alteon, and others enable you to create arbitrary scripts for server availability.As the
load balancer is not part of the Portal Server software, youmust acquire it separately from a
third-party vendor.

Note –AccessManager requires that you set up load balancing to enforce sticky sessions. Thismeans
that once a session is created on a particular instance, the load balancer needs to always return to the
same instance for that session. The load balancer achieves this by binding the session cookie with the
instance name identification. In principle, that binding is reestablished when a failed instance is
decommissioned. Sticky sessions are also recommended for performance reasons.
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Multi-master replication (MMR) takes places between the buildingmodules. The changes that occur
on each directory are replicated to the other, whichmeans that each directory plays both roles of
supplier and consumer. Formore information onMMR, refer to the Sun Java SystemDirectory
Server Deployment Guide.

Note – In general, the Directory Server instance in each buildingmodule is configured as a replica of a
master directory, which runs elsewhere. However, nothing prevents you from using amaster
directory as part of the buildingmodule. The use of masters on dedicated nodes does not improve
the availability of the solution. Use dedicatedmasters for performance reasons.

Redundancy is equally important to the directorymaster so that profile changes through the
administration console or the Portal Desktop, along with consumer replication across building
modules, can always bemaintained. Portal Server andAccessManager supportMMR. TheNSPOF
scenario uses amulti-master configuration. In this configuration, two suppliers can accept updates,
synchronize with each other, and update all consumers. The consumers can refer update requests to
bothmasters.

SRAfollows the same replication and load balancing pattern as Portal Server to achieve NSPOF.As
such, two SRAGateways and pair of proxies are necessary in this scenario. The SRAGateway detects
a Portal Server instance failure when the instance does not respond to a request after a certain
time-out value.When this occurs, the HTTPS request is routed to a backup server. The SRAGateway
performs a periodic check for availability until the first Portal Server instance is up again.

The NSPOF high availability scenario is suitable to business critical deployments. However, some
high availability limitations in this scenariomight not fulfill the requirements of amission critical
deployment.

Transparent Failover

Transparent failover uses the same replicationmodel as the NSPOF scenario but provides additional
high availability features, whichmake the failover to a backup server transparent to end users.

Figure 4–7 shows a transparent failover scenario. Two buildingmodules are shown, consisting of
four CPUs by eight GB RAM. Load balancing is responsible for detecting Portal Server failures and
redirecting users’ requests to a backup Portal Server in the buildingmodule. BuildingModule 1
stores sessions in the sessions repository. If a crash occurs, the application server retrieves sessions
created by BuildingModule 1 from the sessions repository.
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FIGURE 4–7Transparent Failover Example Scenario

The session repository is provided by the application server software. Portal Server is running in an
application server. Portal Server supports transparent failover on application servers that support
HttpSession failover. See Chapter 9 formore information.

With session failover, users do not need to reauthenticate after a crash. In addition, portal
applications can rely on session persistence to store context data used by the checkpointing. You
configure session failover in the AMConfig.properties file by setting the
com.iplanet.am.session.failover.enabled property to true.

The Netlet Proxy cannot support the transparent failover scenario because of the limitation of the
TCPprotocol. The Netlet Proxy tunnels TCP connections, and you cannotmigrate an open TCP
connection to another server.ANetlet Proxy crash drops off all outstanding connections that would
have to be reestablished.
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BuildingModule SolutionRecommendations
This section describes guidelines for deploying your buildingmodule solution.

How you construct your buildingmodule affects performance. Consider the following
recommendations to deploy your buildingmodule properly:

� Deploy a buildingmodule on a single machine.
� If you usemultiple machines, or if your Portal Servermachine is running a large number of

instances, use a fast network interconnect.
� On servers withmore than eight CPUs, create processor sets or domains with either two or four

CPUs. For example, if you choose to install two instances of Portal Server on an eight CPU server,
create two four-CPU processor sets.

Directory Server

Identify your Directory Server requirements for your buildingmodule deployment. For specific
information onDirectory Server deployment, see theDirectory Server Deployment Guide.

Consider the following Directory Server guidelines when you plan your Portal Server deployment:

� The amount of needed CPU in the Directory Server consumer replica processor set depends on
the number of Portal Server instances in the buildingmodule as well as performance and
capacity considerations.

� If possible, dedicate a Directory Server instance for the sole use of the Portal Server instances in a
buildingmodule.

� Map the entire directory database indexes and cache inmemory to avoid disk latency issues.
� When deployingmultiple buildingmodules, use amulti-master configuration to work around

bottlenecks caused by the profile updates and replication overhead to the Directory Server
supplier.

LDAP

The scalability of buildingmodules is based on the number of LDAPwrites resulting from profile
updates and themaximum size of the LDAPdatabase.

Note – If the LDAP server crashes with the _db files in the /tmp directory, the files are lost when the
server restarts. This improves performance but also affects availability.

If the analysis at your specific site indicates that the number of LDAPwrite operations is indeed a
constraint, some of the possible solutions include creating buildingmodules that replicate only a
specific branch of the directory and a layer in front that directs incoming requests to the appropriate
instance of portal.
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Search Engine

When you deploy the Search Engine as part of your buildingmodule solution, consider the
following:

� In each buildingmodule, make sure only one Portal Server instance has the Search Engine
database containing the Resrouce Descriptors (RDs). The remaining Portal Server instances have
default empty Search Engine databases.

� Factors that influence whether to use a buildingmodule for the portal Search database include
the intensity of search activities in a Portal Server deployment, the range of search hits, and the
average number of search hits for all users, in addition to the number of concurrent searches. For
example, the load generated on a server by the Search Engine can be bothmemory and CPU
intensive for a large index and heavy query load.

� You can install Search on amachine separate from Portal Server, to keep themain server
dedicated to portal activity.When you do so, you use the searchURL property of the Search
provider to point to the secondmachine where Search is installed. The Search instance is a
normal portal instance. You install the Search instance just as you do the portal instance, but use
it just for Search functionality.

AccessManager andPortal Server on SeparateNodes
Figure 4–8 illustratesAccessManager and Portal Server residing on separate nodes.
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FIGURE 4–8AccessManager and Portal Server onDifferentNodes

As a result of this implementation of Portal Server andAccessManager separation, other topology
permutations are possible for portal services architecture deployments as shown in the next three
figures.
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TwoPortal ServersOneAccessManager
Figure 4–9 shows two Portal Server instances configured to work with a singleAccessManager and
twoDirectory Servers where both theAccessManager and the Directory Servers operate in a Java
Enterprise System Sun Clustered environment. This configuration is ideal whenAccessManager and
Directory Server instances are not the bottleneck.
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FIGURE 4–9TwoPortal Servers andOneAccessManager

TwoPortal Servers TwoAccessManagers
Figure 4–10 shows a configuration formaximumhorizontal scalability and higher availability
achieved by a horizontal server farm. Two Portals Servers can be fronted with a load balancer for
maximum throughput and high availability.

Another load balancer can be put between Portal Servers andAccessManagers to achieve
authentication and policy processes as a load distributor and failovermechanism for higher
availability.

In this scenario, Blade 1500s can be utilized for Portal Services to distribute the load, similar Blades
can be used to hostAccessManager Services andDirectory Services respectively.With the
architecture shown in Figure 4–10, a redundancy of services exists for each of the product stack,
therefore, most of the unplanned downtime can beminimized or eliminated.

However, the planned downtime is still an issue. If an upgrade or patch includes changes to the
Directory Server software schema used by theAccessManager software, all of the software
components must be stopped to update the schema information stored in the Directory Server.
However, updating schema information can be considered a fairly rare occurrence inmost patch
upgrades.
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FIGURE 4–10TwoPortal Servers andTwoAccessManagers

OneLoadBalancer TwoAccessManagers
Figure 4–11 shows configuration allowing authentication throughput coming from Portal Server to
be load-balanced across the twoAccessManagers.

This configuration could be implemented when the Portal Server resides on a high-endmedium to
large server (that is 1 to 4 processors) with a very wide bandwidth network connection. TheAccess
Managers with the policy and authentication services could be on twomedium-size servers.
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Example SRALogicalArchitectures
The SRAGateway provides the interface and security barrier between the remote user sessions
originating from the Internet and your organization’s intranet. The Gateway serves twomain
functions:

� Provides basic authentication services to incoming user sessions, including establishing identity
and allowing or denying access to the platform.

� Providesmapping and rewriting services to enable web-based links to the intranet content for
users.

For Internet access, use 128-bit SSL to provide the best security arrangement and encryption or
communication between the user’s browser and Portal Server. The Gateway, Netlet, NetFile, Netlet
Proxy, Rewriter Proxy, and Proxylet constitute themajor components of SRA.

This section lists some of the possible configurations of these components. This section is meant only
as a guide, not a complete deployment reference. Choose a configuration based on your business
needs:

� “Basic SRAConfiguration” on page 79
� “Disable Netlet” on page 80
� “Proxylet” on page 81
� “Multiple Gateway Instances” on page 82
� “Netlet and Rewriter Proxies” on page 83
� “Netlet and Rewriter Proxies on Separate Nodes” on page 85
� “TwoGateways andNetlet Proxy” on page 86
� “Gateway withAccelerator” on page 87
� “Netlet with 3rd Party Proxy” on page 88
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� “Reverse Proxy” on page 89

Tip –To set up the authlessanonymous page to display through the Gateway, add /portal/dt to the
non-authenticated URLs of the gateway profile. However, this means that even for normal users,
portal pages will not need authentication and no session validation is performed.

Basic SRAConfiguration
Figure 4–12 shows themost simple configuration possible for SRA. The figure shows a client browser
runningNetFile andNetlet. The Gateway is installed on a separatemachine in the DMZ between two
firewalls. The Portal Server is located on amachine beyond the second firewall in the intranet. The
other application hosts that the client accesses are also located beyond the second firewall in the
intranet.

The Gateway is in the DMZwith the external port open in the firewall through which the client
browser communicates with the Gateway. In the second firewall, for HTTPorHTTPS traffic, the
Gateway can communicate directly with internal hosts. If security policies do not permit it, use SRA
proxies between the Gateway and the internal hosts. For Netlet traffic, the connection is direct from
the Gateway to the destination host.

Without a SRAproxy, the SSL traffic is limited to the Gateway and the traffic is unencrypted from the
Gateway to the internal host (unless the internal host is running inHTTPSmode).Any internal host
to which the Gateway has to initiate a Netlet connection should be directly accessible fromDMZ.
This can be a potential security problem and hence this configuration is recommended only for the
simplest of installations.
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DisableNetlet
Figure 4–13 shows a scenario similar to the basic SRAconfiguration except that Netlet is disabled. If
the client deployment is not going to use Netlet for securely running applications that need to
communicate with intranet, then use this setup for performance improvement.

You can extend this configuration and combine it with other deployment scenarios to provide better
performance and a scalable solution.
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Proxylet
Figure 4–14 illustrates how Proxylet enables users to securely access intranet resources through the
Internet without exposing these resources to the client.

It inherits the transport mode (either HTTPorHTTPS) from the Gateway.
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MultipleGateway Instances
Figure 4–15 shows an extension of the SRAbasic configuration.Multiple Gateway instances run on
the samemachine ormultiple machines. You can start multiple Gateway instances with different
profiles.
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Note –Although Figure 4–15 shows a 1-to-1 correspondence between the Gateway and the Portal
Servers, this need not necessarily be the case in a real deployment. You can havemultiple Gateway
instances, andmultiple Portal Server instances, and any Gateway can contact any Portal Server
depending on the configuration.

The disadvantage to this configuration is that multiple ports need to be opened in the second firewall
for each connection request. This could cause potential security problems.

Netlet andRewriter Proxies
Figure 4–16 shows a configuration with a Netlet Proxy and a Rewriter Proxy.With these proxies, only
two open ports are necessary in the second firewall.
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TheGateway need not contact the application hosts directly now, but will forward all Netlet traffic to
the Netlet proxy and Rewriter traffic to the Rewriter Proxy. Since the Netlet Proxy is within the
intranet, it can directly contact all the required application hosts without openingmultiple ports in
the second firewall.

The traffic between the Gateway in the DMZ and the Netlet Proxy is encrypted, and gets decrypted
only at the Netlet Proxy, thereby enhancing security.

If the Rewriter Proxy is enabled, all traffic is directed through the Rewriter Proxy, irrespective of
whether the request is for the Portal Server node or not. This ensures that the traffic from the
Gateway in the DMZ to the intranet is always encrypted.

Because the Netlet Proxy, Rewriter Proxy, and Portal Server are all running on the same node, there
might be performance issues in such a deployment scenario. This problem is overcomewhen proxies
are installed on a separate nodes to reduce the load on the Portal Server node.
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Netlet andRewriter Proxies on SeparateNodes
To reduce the load on the Portal Server node and still provide the same level of security at increased
performance, you can install Netlet and Rewriter Proxies on separate nodes. This deployment has an
added advantage in that you can use a proxy and shield the Portal Server from the DMZ. The node
that runs these proxies needs to be directly accessible from the DMZ.

Figure 4–17 shows the Netlet Proxy and Rewriter Proxy on separate nodes. Traffic from the Gateway
is directed to the separate node, which in turn directs the traffic through the proxies and to the
required intranet hosts.

You can havemultiple instances or installations of Netlet and Rewriter Proxies. You can configure
each Gateway to try to contact various instances of the proxies in a round robinmanner depending
on availability.
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TwoGateways andNetlet Proxy
Load balancers provide a failovermechanism for higher availability for redundancy of services on
the Portal Servers andAccessManagers.
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GatewaywithAccelerator
You can configure an external SSLdevice to run in front of the Gateway in openmode. It provides the
SSL link between the client and SRA. For information on accelerators, see the Sun Java System Portal
Server 6 Secure Remote Access 2005Q4 Administration Guide
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Netletwith 3rdParty Proxy
“Netlet with 3rd Party Proxy” on page 88 illustrates using a third-party proxy to limit the number of
ports in the second firewall to one. You can configure the Gateway to use a third-party proxy to reach
the Rewriter and the Netlet Proxies.
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Reverse Proxy
Aproxy server serves Internet content to the intranet, while a reverse proxy serves intranet content to
the Internet. Certain deployments of reverse proxy are configured to serve the Internet content to
achieve load balancing and caching.

Figure 4–21 illustrates how you can configure a reverse proxy in front of the Gateway to serve both
Internet and intranet content to authorized users.Whenever the Gateway serves web content, it
needs to ensure that all subsequent browser requests based on this content are routed through the
Gateway. This is achieved by identifying all URLs in this content and rewriting as appropriate.
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Deployment Scenario
The completed logical architecture design by itself is not sufficient tomove forward to the
deployment design phase of the solution life cycle. You need to pair the logical architecture with the
quality of service (QoS) requirements determined during the technical requirements phase. The
pairing of the logical architecture with the QoS requirements constitutes a deployment scenario. The
deployment scenario is the starting point for designing the deployment architecture, as explained in
Chapter 5.
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Deployment Design

During the deployment design phase of the solution life cycle, you design a high-level deployment
architecture and a low-level implementation specification, and prepare a series of plans and
specifications necessary to implement the solution. Project approval occurs in the deployment
design phase.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About Deployment Design” on page 91
� “Deployment DesignMethodology” on page 92
� “Estimating Processor Requirements” on page 92
� “Identifying Performance Bottlenecks” on page 95
� “Optimizing Resources” on page 96
� “Managing Risks” on page 97

AboutDeploymentDesign
Deployment design begins with the deployment scenario created during the logical design and
technical requirements phases of the solution life cycle. The deployment scenario contains a logical
architecture and the quality of service (QoS) requirements for the solution. Youmap the components
identified in the logical architecture across physical servers and other network devices to create a
deployment architecture. The QoS requirements provide guidance on hardware configurations for
performance, availability, scalability, and other related QoS specifications.

Designing the deployment architecture is an iterative process. You typically revisit the QoS
requirements and reexamine your preliminary designs. You take into account the interrelationship
of the QoS requirements, balancing the trade-offs and cost of ownership issues to arrive at an optimal
solution that ultimately satisfies the business goals of the project.
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DeploymentDesignMethodology
Aswith other aspects of deployment planning, deployment design is as much an art as it is a science
and cannot be detailed with specific procedures and processes. Factors that contribute to successful
deployment design are past design experience, knowledge of systems architecture, domain
knowledge, and applied creative thinking.

Deployment design typically revolves around achieving performance requirements while meeting
other QoS requirements. The strategies you usemust balance the trade-offs of your design decisions
to optimize the solution. Themethodology you use typically involves the following tasks:

� Estimating processsor requirements. Deployment design often begins with portal sizing in the
logical architecture. Start with the use cases andmodify your estimates accordingly.Also consider
any previous experience you have with designing enterprise systems.

� Estimating processsor requirements for secure transport. Study the use cases that require
secure transport andmodify CPU estimates accordingly.

� Replicating services for availability and scalability. Once you are satisfied with the processor
estimates, makemodifications to the design to account for QoS requirements for availability and
scalability. Consider load balancing solutions that address availability and failover
considerations.
During your analysis, consider the trade-offs of your design decisions. For example, what affect
does the availability and scalability strategy have on serviceability (maintenance) of the system?
What are the others costs of the strategies?

� Identifying bottlenecks.As you continue with your analysis, examine the deployment design to
identify any bottlenecks that cause the transmission of data to fall beneath requirements, and
make adjustments.

� Optimizing resources. Review your deployment design for resourcemanagement and consider
options that minimizes costs while fulfilling requirements.

� Managing risks. Revisit your business and technical analyses with respect to your design,
makingmodifications to account for events or situations that might not have been foreseen in the
earlier planning.

EstimatingProcessor Requirements
With a baseline figure established in the usage analysis, you can then validate and refine that figure to
account for scalability, high availability, reliability, and good performance:

� Steps to EstimateProcessor Requirements
“Customize the Baseline Sizing Figures” onpage 93

“Validate Baseline Sizing Figures” onpage 93

1
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“RefineBaseline Sizing Figures” onpage 94

“Validate Your Final Figures” onpage 95
The following sections describe these steps.

Customize theBaseline Sizing Figures
Establishing an appropriate sizing estimate for your Portal Server deployment is an iterative process.
Youmight wish to change the inputs to generate a range of sizing results. Customizing your Portal
Server deployment can greatly affect its performance.

After you have an estimate of your sizing, consider:

� “LDAPTransactionNumbers” on page 93
� “Application Server Requirements” on page 93

LDAPTransactionNumbers
Use the following LDAP transaction numbers for an out-of-the-box portal deployment to
understand the impact of the service demand on the LDAPmaster and replicas. These numbers
change once you begin customizing the system.

� Access to authless anonymous portal - 0 ops
� Login by using the Login channel - 2 BINDS, 2 SRCH
� Removing a channel from the Portal Desktop - 8 SRCH, 2MOD
� Reloading the Portal Desktop - 0 ops

Application Server Requirements
One of the primary uses of Portal Server installed on an application server is to integrate portal
providers with Enterprise JavaBeans™ architecture and other J2EE™ technology stack constructs, such
as Java Database Connectivity (JDBC™) and J2EE ConnectorArchitecture (JCA), running on the
application server. These other applications andmodules can consume resources and affect your
portal sizing.

ValidateBaseline Sizing Figures
Now that you have an estimate of the number of CPUs for your portal deployment, use a trial
deployment tomeasure the performance of the portal. Use load balancing and stress tests to
determine:

� Throughput, the amount of data processed in a specified amount of time
� Latency, the period of time that one component is waiting for another component
� Maximumnumber of concurrent sessions

Portal samples are provided with the Portal Server. You can use them, with channels similar to the
ones you will use, to create a load on the system. The samples are located on the Portal Desktop.

3
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Use a trial deployment to determine your final sizing estimates.A trial deployment helps you to size
back-end integration to avoid potential bottlenecks with Portal Server operations.

RefineBaseline Sizing Figures
Your next step is to refine your sizing figure. In this section, you build in the appropriate amount of
headroom so that you can deploy a portal site that features scalability, high availability, reliability and
good performance.

Because your baseline sizing figure is based on somany estimates, do not use this figure without
refining it.

When you refine your baseline sizing figure:

� Use your baseline sizing figure as a reference point.
� Expect variations from your baseline sizing figure.
� Learn from the experience of others.
� Use your own judgement and knowledge.
� Examine other factors in your deployment.

If the Portal Server deployment involvesmultiple data centers on several continents and even
traffic, you need a higher final sizing figure than if you have two single data centers on one
continent with heavy traffic.

� Plan for changes.

Aportal site is likely to experience various changes after you launch it. Changes youmight
encounter include the following:

� An increase in the number of channels
� Growth in the user base
� Modification of the portal site’s purpose
� Changes in security needs
� Power failures
� Maintenance demands

Considering these factors enables you to develop a sizing figure that is flexible and enables
you to avoid risk when your assumptions regarding your portal change following
deployment.

The resulting figure ensures that your portal site has:

� Scalability high availability, reliability and high performance
� Room for whatever you want to provide
� Flexibility for adjusting to changes

Estimating Processor Requirements
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ValidateYour Final Figures
Use a trial deployment to verify that the portal deployment satisfies your business and technical
requirements.

IdentifyingPerformanceBottlenecks
Before reading the section onmemmory consumption and it’s affect on performance, read the
following document on tuning garbage collection with the Java VirtualMachine, version 1.4.2:

http://java.sun.com/products/hotspot/index.html

MemoryConsumption andGarbageCollection
Portal Server requires substantial amounts of memory to provide the highest possible throughput.At
initialization, amaximum address space is virtually reserved but does not allocate physical memory
unless needed. The complete address space reserved for object memory can be divided into the
young and old generations.

Most applications suggest using a larger percentage of the total heap for the new generation, but in
the case of Portal Server, using only one eighth the space for the young generation is appropriate,
becausemost memory used by Portal Server is long-lived. The sooner thememory is copied to the
old generation the better the garbage collection (GC) performance.

Even with a large heap size, after a portal instance has been running undermoderate load for a few
days, most of the heap appears to be used because of the lazy nature of the GC. The GC performs full
garbage collections until the resident set size (RSS) reaches approximately 85 percent of the total
heap space; at that point the garbage collections can have ameasurable impact on performance.

For example, on a 900MHzUltraSPARCIII™, a full GC on a 2 GB heap can take over ten seconds.
During that period of time, the system is unavailable to respond to web requests. During a reliability
test, full GCs are clearly visible as spikes in the response time. Youmust understand the impact on
performance and the frequency of full GCs. In production, full GCs go unnoticedmost of the time,
but anymonitoring scripts that measure the performance of the system need to account for the
possibility that a full GCmight occur.

Measuring the frequency of full GCs is sometimes the only way to determine if the system has a
memory leak. Conduct an analysis that shows the expected frequency (of a baseline system) and
compare that to the observed rate of full GCs. To record the frequency of GCs, use the vebose:gc
JVM™ parameter.
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OptimizingResources
You can optimize resources by using the following:

� “HardwareAccelerator” on page 96
� “Sun EnterpriseMidframe Line” on page 96

HardwareAccelerator
SSL-intensive servers, such as the SRAGateway, require large amounts of processing power to
perform the encryption required for each secure transaction. Using a hardware accelerator in the
Gateway speeds up the execution of cryptographic algorithms, thereby increasing the performance
speed.

The Sun CryptoAccelerator 1000 board is a short PCI board that functions as a cryptographic
co-processor to accelerate public key and symmetric cryptography. This product has no external
interfaces. The board communicates with the host through the internal PCI bus interface. The
purpose of this board is to accelerate a variety of computationally intensive cryptographic algorithms
for security protocols in e-commerce applications.

See the Sun Java System Portal Server 6 Secure Remote Access 2005Q4 Administration Guide for more
information on the Sun CryptoAccelerator 1000 board and other accelerators.

Note –The SunCryptoAccelerator 1000 board supports only SSLhandshakes and not symmetric key
algorithms. This is not generic to all other cryptographic accelerators. Other cryptographic
accelerators are on themarket and some of them can support symmetric key encryption.

You could use a hardware accelerator on the Netlet Proxy and Rewriter Proxymachine and derive
some performance improvement.

SunEnterpriseMidframeLine
Normally, for a production environment, you would deploy Portal Server and SRAon separate
machines. However, in the case of the Sun Enterprise™midframemachines, which support multiple
hardware domains, you can install both Portal Server and SRAin different domains on the same Sun
Enterprise midframemachine. The normal CPU andmemory requirements that pertain to Portal
Server and SRAstill apply; you would implement the requirements for each in the separate domains.

In this type of configuration, pay attention to security issues. For example, inmost cases the Portal
Server domain is located on the intranet, while the SRAdomain is in the DMZ.

Optimizing Resources
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ManagingRisks
This section contains a few tips to help you in the sizing process.

� Abusiness-to-consumer portal requires that you deploy SRAto use the Gateway and SSL.Make
sure you take this into account for your sizing requirements. Once you turn on SSL, the
performance of the portal can be up to ten times slower than without SSL.

� For a business-to-employee portal, make sure that you have a user profile that serves as a
baseline.

� For any portal, build in headroom for growth. This means not just sizing for today’s needs, but
future needs and capacity. This includes usual peaks after users return from a break, such as a
weekend or holiday, or if usage is increased over time because the portal is more “sticky.”

� If you are deploying your portal solution across multiple geographic sites, you need to fully
understand the layout of your networks and data centers

� Decide what type of redundancy you need. Consider items such as production down time,
upgrades, andmaintenance work. In general, when you take a portal server out of production,
the impact to your capacity should be nomore than one quarter of the overall capacity.

� In general, usage concurrencies for a business-to-employee portal are higher than a
business-to-consumer portal.

Managing Risks
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Implementation of a Deployment Design

During the implementation phase of the solution life cycle you work from specifications and plans
created during deployment design to build and test the deployment architecture, ultimately rolling
out the deployment into production.

Implementation is beyond the scope of this guide, however this chapter describes how tomonitor
and tune a deployment prototype.

This chapter contains the following sections:

� “About Implementing Deployment Designs” on page 99
� “Documenting the Portal” on page 100
� “Identity andDirectory Structure Design” on page 103
� “Software Deployment” on page 106
� “Content andDesign Implementation” on page 108

About ImplementingDeploymentDesigns
After the deployment architecture has been approved and implementation specifications and plans
have been completed, you enter the implementation phase of the solution life cycle. Implementation
is a complex set of processes and procedures that requires careful planning to ensure success.
Implementation includes the following tasks:

� Building the network and hardware infrastructure
� Installing and configuring software according to an installation plan
� Migrating data from existing applications to the current solution
� Implementing a usermanagement plan
� Designing and deploying pilots or prototypes in a test environment according to a test plan
� Designing and running functional tests and stress tests according to a test plan
� Rolling out the solution from a test environment to a production environment according to a

rollout plan
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� Training administrators and users of the deployment according to a training plan

Details of implementation are beyond the scope of this guide. However, the following sections
provide overview information for some of these tasks.

Documenting thePortal
Acomprehensive set of documentation on how your portal functions is an importantmechanism to
increasing the supportability of the system. The different areas that need to be documented to create
a supportable solution include:

� System architecture
� Software installation and configuration
� Operational procedures, also known as a “run book”
� Software customizations
� Custom code
� Third-party products integration

The run book outlines troubleshooting techniques as well as the deployment life cycle. Make this
book available during the training and transfer of knowledge phase of the project.

Tip –Do not wait until the end of the deployment project, when time andmoney are usually running
short, to begin this documentation phase. Documenting your portal should occur as an ongoing
activity throughout the entire deployment.

Developing aPortal Prototype

� ToDevelop aPortal Prototype
Identify and remove obvious bottlenecks in the processor,memory, network, anddisk.

Setup a controlled environment tominimize themargin of error (defined as less than tenpercent
variation between identical runs).
By knowing the starting datameasurement baseline, you canmeasure the differences in data
performance between sample gathering runs. Be suremeasurements are taken over an adequate
period of time and that you are able to capture and evaluate the results of these tests.

Plan to have a dedicatedmachine for generating load simulation which is separate from the Portal
Servermachine.Adedicatedmachine helps you to uncover the origin of performance problems.

Define abaseline performance for your deployment, before you add in the full complexity of the
project.

1
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Using this initial benchmark, define the transaction volume your organization is committed to
supporting in the short termand in the long run.

Determine whether your current physical infrastructure is capable of supporting the transaction
volume requirement you have defined.

Identify services that are the first tomax out as you increase the activity to the portal. This indicates
the amount of headroom you have as well as identify where to expend your energies.

Develop and refine the prototypeworkload that closely simulates the anticipatedproduction
environment agreedbetween you and the portal administrators andportal developers.

Measure andmonitor your traffic regularly to verify your prototype.

Track CPU utilization over time. Load usually comes in spikes and keeping ahead of spikes involves a
careful assessment of availability capabilities.

Most organizations find that portal sites are “sticky” in nature. This means that site usage grows over
time, even when the size of the user community is fixed, as users becomemore comfortable with the
site.When the size of the user community also grows over time a successful portal site can see a
substantial growth in the CPU requirements over a short period of time.

Whenmonitoring a portal server’s CPU utilization, determine the average page latency during peak
load and how that differs from the average latency.

Expect peak loads to be four to eight times higher than the average load, but over short periods of
time.

Use themodel for long-range scenario planning. The prototype canhelp youunderstandhow
dramatically youneed to change your deployment tomeet your overall growthprojections for
upcoming years.

Keep the error logging level to ERROR andnot MESSAGE. The MESSAGE error level is verbose and can
cause the file system toquickly run out of disk space. The ERROR level logs all error conditions and
exceptions.

Monitor customizedportal applications such as portlets.

Monitor the following areas:

� Sun Java™ SystemAccessManager
� Portal Desktop
� Sun Java SystemDirectory Server
� Sun Java SystemVirtualMachine

The following sections explain issues in terms of portal performance variables and provides
guidelines for determining portal efficiency.
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AccessManager Cache andSessions
The performance of a portal system is affected to a large extent by the cache hit ratio of theAccess
Manager cache. This cache is highly tunable, but a trade-off exists betweenmemory used by this
cache and the available memory in the rest of the heap.

You can enable the amSSO and amSDKStats logs tomonitor the number of active sessions on the
server and the efficiency of the Directory Server cache. These logs are located by default in the
/var/opt/SUNWam/debug directory. Use the com.iplanet.am.stats.interval parameter to set the
logging interval. Do not use a value less than five (5) seconds. Values of 30 to 60 seconds give good
output without impacting performance.

The com.iplanet.services.stats.directory parameter specifies the log location, whether to a
file or to the Portal Server administration console, and also is used to turn off the logs. Youmust
restart the server for changes to take effect. Logs are not created until the system detects activity.

Note –Multiple web container instances write logs to the same file.

The cache hit ratio displayed in the amSDKStats file gives both an internal value and an overall value
since the server was started. Once a user logs in, the user’s session information remains in cache
indefinitely or until the cache is filled up.When the cache is full, oldest entries are removed first. If
the server has not needed to remove a user’s entry, it might be the case that on a subsequent
login—days later, for example—the user’s information is retrieved from the cache.Much better
performance occurs with high hit ratios.Ahit ratio of aminimum of 80 percent is a good target
although (if possible) an even higher ratio is desired.

ThreadUsage
Use the web container tools tomonitor the number of threads being used to service requests. In
general, the number of threads actually used is generally lower thanmany estimates, especially in
production sites where CPU utilization usually is far less than 100 percent.

Portal Usage Information
Portal Server does not include a built-in reportingmechanism tomonitor portal usage information
by portal users. This includes which channels are accessed, how long the channels are accessed, and
the ability to build a user behavioral pattern of the portal. However, you can build a Java servlet that
would intercept every Portal Server Desktop request, extract the SSO token, save the user access
information to a log, then redirect the user to the intendedURL. Such a construct would be based on
custom attribute extensions to theAccessManager schema.

Developing a Portal Prototype
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Identity andDirectory StructureDesign
Amajor part of implementing your portal involves designing your directory information tree (DIT).
The DIT organizes your users, organizations, suborganizations into a logical or hierarchical
structure that enables you to efficiently administer and assign appropriate access to users.

The top of the organization tree inAccessManager is called dc=fully-qualified-domain-name by
default, but can be changed or specified at install time.Additional organizations can be created after
installation tomanage separate enterprises.All created organizations fall beneath the top-level
organization.Within these suborganizations other suborganizations can be nested. The depth of the
nested structure is not limited.

Note –The top of the tree does not have to be called dc. Your organization can change this to fit its
needs. However, when a tree is organized with a generic top, for example, dc, then organizations
within the tree can share roles.

Roles are a groupingmechanism designed to bemore efficient and easier to use for applications.
Each role hasmembers, or entries that possess the role.As with groups, you can specify role members
either explicitly or dynamically.

The roles mechanism automatically generates the nsRole attribute containing the distinguished
name (DN) of all role definitions in which the entry is amember. Each role contains a privilege or set
of privileges that can be granted to a user or users. Multiple roles can be assigned to a single user.

The privileges for a role are defined inAccess Control Instructions (ACIs). Portal Server includes
several predefined roles. The Portal Server administration console enables you to edit a role’sACI to
assign access privileges within the Directory Information Tree. Built-in examples include
SuperAdmin Role and TopLevelHelpDeskAdmin roles. You can create other roles that can be shared
across organizations.

Creating aCustomAccessManager Service
ServiceManagement inAccessManager provides amechanism for you to define, integrate, and
manage groups of attributes as anAccessManager service. Readying a service formanagement
involves:

� Creating an XMLservice file
� Configuring an LDIF file with any new object classes and importing both the XMLservice file

and the new LDIF schema into Directory Service
� Registeringmultiple services to organizations or sub-organizations using the Portal Server

administration console
� Managing and customizing the attributes (once registered) on a per organization basis

Identity andDirectory Structure Design
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See the Sun Java System Portal Server 6 Secure Remote Access 2005Q4 Administration Guide, Sun
Java SystemDirectory Server Enterprise Edition 6 2006Q1Deployment Planning Guide and theAccess
Manager Deployment Guide for more information on planning yourAccessManager andDirectory
Server structure.

Portal DesktopDesign
The performance of Portal Server largely depends upon how fast individual channels perform. In
addition, the user experience of the portal is based upon the speed with which the Portal Desktop is
displayed. The Portal Desktop can only load as fast as the slowest displayed channel. For example,
consider a Portal Desktop composed of ten channels. If nine channels are rendered in one
millisecond but the tenth takes three seconds, the Portal Desktop does not appear until that tenth
channel is processed by the portal. Bymaking sure that each channel can process a request in the
shortest possible time, you provide a better performing Portal Desktop.

Choosing and Implementing theCorrectAggregration
Strategy
The options for implementing portal channels for speed and scalability include:

� Keeping processing functions on back-end systems and application servers, not on the portal
server. The portal server needs to optimize getting requests from the user. Push asmuch business
logic processing to the back-end systems.Whenever possible, use the portal to deliver
customized content to the users, not to process it.

� Ensuring that the back-end systems are highly scalable and performing. The Portal Desktop only
responds as fast as the servers fromwhich it obtains information (to be displayed in the
channels).

� Understanding where data is stored when designing providers, how the portal gets that data, how
the provider gets that data, and the type of data. For example, is the data dynamic that pertains to
an individual user, or is there code needed to retrieve that customized or personalized data? Or, is
the data static and shared by a small group of users? Next, you need to understand where the data
resides (for example, in an XMLfile, database and flat file), and how frequently the data is
updated. Finally, you need to understand how the business logic is applied for processing the
data, so that the provider can deliver a personalized channel to the user.

WorkingwithProviders
Consider the following when planning to deploy providers:

� URLScraperProvider. Typically you use this provider to access dynamic content that is supplied
by another web container’s web-based system. It uses HTTP andHTTPS calls to retrieve the
content. This provider puts high requirements on the back-end system, as the back-end system

Portal DesktopDesign
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has to be highly scalable and available. Performance needs to be in double-digit milliseconds or
hundredths of milliseconds to show high performance. This provider is very useful for proof of
concept in the trial phase of your portal deployment due to the simplicity of configuration.

URLScraperProvider also performs some level of rewriting every time it retrieves a page. For
example, if a channel retrieves a news page that contains a picture that is hosted on another web
site, for the portal to be able to display that picture, the URLof that picture needs to be rewritten.
The portal does not host that picture, so URLScraperProvider needs to rewrite that picture to
present it to portal users.

The URLScraper provider that is part of Portal Server can also function as a file scraper provider.

To use URLScraperProvider as a file scraper provider, specify the URLas follows:

String name=“url”value="file://path/filename”

This is the best performing provider, in terms of how fast it retrieves content. On the first fetch of
content, performance for this provider is usually in the low teenmilliseconds. On subsequent
requests, using a built-in cachingmechanism, this provider can usually deliver content in one
millisecond or less. If applicable, consider using the file scraper provider in place of the URL
Scraper provider.

� JSPProvider. Uses JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) technology. JSPProvider obtains content from one or
more JSP files.A JSP file can be a static document (HTMLonly) or a standard JSP file withHTML
and Java programming language.A JSP file can include other JSP files. However, only the topmost
JSP file can be configured through the display profile. The topmost JSP files are defined through
the contentPage, editPage, and processPage properties.

� LoginProvider. Provides access to theAccessManager authentication service through a Portal
Desktop channel. This provider enables anonymous Portal Desktop login so that a user can log in
directly from the Portal Desktop.

� XMLProvider. Transforms an XMLdocument into HTMLusing an XSLT (XMLStyle Sheet
Language) file. Youmust create the appropriate XSLT file tomatch the XMLdocument type.
XMLProvider is an extension of URLScraperProvider. This provider uses the JAXP 1.2 JAR files
provided byWeb Server.

� LDAP-based provider. This type of provider retrieves information about a user and use of
personalization from user profile. It stays efficient as long as the number of LDAP attributes
stored is low. In general, this type of provider is a good performer, second only to the file scraper
provider within URLScraperProvider.

� Database provider. This type of provider utilizes a back-end database for its content. It requires
that you build database connection polling and that you use small queries (either single queries,
or nomore than a couple). Youmight also have to perform extra work for HTML formatting. In
general, this type of provider is the worst performer, due to its use of database connection
pooling, large database queries, poor coding, or lack of indexing on the retrieved data.
Additionally, once the data has been retrieved, the portal needs to perform a large amount of
processing to display the data in the Portal Desktop. If you use this type of provider, push as
much data processing logic to the database as possible.Also, benchmark your portal
performance with and without database channels in the user profile.

Portal DesktopDesign
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SoftwareDeployment
This section provides information on the software packagingmechanism, the software categories
within the system, and compatibility with Java software.

SoftwarePackaging
Portal Server uses a “dynamicWAR file” approach to deploy software to the system. Portal Server is
installed using Solaris™ packages, which consist of individual files that comprise web applications, for
example, JAR, JSP, template, andHTMLfiles. The packages do not containWAR or EAR files. The
packages do contain web.xml fragments that are used to construct the Portal ServerWAR file at
installation time. This dynamically constructed file is then deployed to the web application container.
As additional packages are added to the system, for example, for localization, the web application file
is rebuilt and redeployed.

Note –TheWARfile packaging and deploymentmechanism is for use only by Portal Server products.
Customermodifications to theWAR file or any files used to build it are currently not supported.

Software Categories
Portal Server distinguishes between the following kinds of software that it installs onto the Portal
Server node:

� Dynamic web applications. These include servlets running on a Java platform, JSP files, content
providers, and other items that the web container processes when accessed by the user’s browser.
For Portal Server, these files are installed in theWeb Server.

� Static web content. These include static HTMLfiles, images, applet JAR files, and other items
that can be served up directly by the web server without using theWeb Server container. For
Portal Server, these files are also installed in theWeb Server.

Note – Static web content and dynamic web applications are all grouped together into a singleWAR
file.

� Configuration data. These include data that is installed into the directory, that is, theAccess
Manager service definitions and any other data that modifies the directory at installation time.
This includesmodifications to the console configuration data to connect in the Portal Server
extensions. Configuration data is installed only once nomatter howmany Portal Server nodes
there are.

� SoftwareDevelopment Kit (SDK). This is the JAR file or files that contain the JavaAPIs that are
made available by a component. Developers need to install this package on a development system
so that they can compile classes that use theAPI. If a component does not export any public Java
APIs, it would not have this package.

Software Deployment
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CompatibilityWith Java Software
Portal Server software falls into three categories:

� Applets.Applets used in Portal Server are compatible with Java 1.1, which is supported bymost
browsers.

� Web applications.Web applications are intended to be compatible with the (J2EE™) web
container based on the servlets interface except where uses of special interfaces are identified.
This includes compatibility with Java 2 and later.

� Stand-alone Java processes. Stand-alone Java software processes are compatible with Java 2 and
later. Some Portal Server software, specifically in SRA, use Java Native Interface (JNI) to call C
application programming interfaces (APIs). These calls are necessary to enable the system to run
as the user nobody.

Client Support
Portal Server supports the following browsers as clients:

� Internet Explorer 5.5 and 6.0
� Netscape™ Communicator 4.7x or higher

Multiple client types, whether based onHTML,WML, or other protocols, can accessAccess
Manager and hence Portal Server. For this functionality to work,AccessManager uses the Client
Detection service (client detectionAPI) to detect the client type that is accessing the portal. The
client type is then used to select the portal template and JSP files and the character encoding that is
used for output.

Note –Currently,AccessManager defines client data only for supportedHTMLclient browsers,
including Internet Explorer andNetscape Communicator. See theAccessManager documentation
formore information.

Sun Java System Portal ServerMobileAccess software extends the services and capabilities of the
Portal Server platform tomobile devices and provides a framework for voice access. The software
enables portal site users to obtain the same content that they access usingHTMLbrowsers.

MobileAccess software supports mobile markup languages, including xHTML, cHTML, HDML,
HTML, andWML. It can support anymobile device that is connected to a wireless network through
a LAN orWANusing either the HTTPorHTTPS protocol. In fact, the Portal ServerMobileAccess
software could support any number of devices, including automobiles, set-top boxes, PDAs, cellular
phones, and voice.

Client Support
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Content andDesign Implementation
The Portal Desktop provides the primary end-user interface for Portal Server and amechanism for
extensible content aggregation through the ProviderApplication Programming Interface (PAPI).
The Portal Desktop includes a variety of providers that enable container hierarchy and the basic
building blocks for building some types of channels. For storing content provider and channel data,
the Portal Desktop implements a display profile data storagemechanism on top of anAccess
Manager service.

The various techniques you can use for content aggregation include:

� Creating channels using building block providers
� Creating channels using JSPProvider>
� Creating channels using Portal Server tag libraries
� Creating channels using custom building block providers
� Organizing content using container channels

See the Sun Java System Portal Server 6 Secure Remote Access 2005Q4 Administration Guide and Sun
Java System Portal Server 7 Developer Sample Guide for more information.

Placement of Static Portal Content
Place your static portal content in theweb-container-install-root/SUNWam/public_html directory or
in a subdirectory under theweb-container-install-root/SUNWam/public_html directory (the
document root for the web container). Do not place your content in the
web-container-install-root/SUNWportal/web-apps/https-server/portal/ directory, as this is a
private directory.Any content here is subject to deletion when the Portal Server web application is
redeployed during a patch or other update.

IntegratingApplications
Integrating and deploying applications with Portal Server is one of yourmost important deployment
tasks. The application types include:

� Channel. Provides limited content options; is not a “mini-browser”.
� Portlet. Pluggable web component that processes requests and generates content within the

context of a portal. In Portal Server software, a portlet is managed by the Portlet Container.
Conceptually, a portlet is equivalent to a Provider.

� Portal application. Launched from a channel in its own browser window; the Portal Server hosts
the application; created as anAccessManager service; accesses Portal andAccessManagerAPIs.

� Third-party application. Hosted separately from Portal Server, but accessed from Portal Server;
URLScraper, which calls Rewriter, rewrites web pages so that the web pages can be displayed in a
channel; usesAccessManager to enable single sign-on.

Content andDesign Implementation
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IntegratingMicrosoft Exchange
Using the JavaMail™API is one of the primary options for integratingMicrosoft Exchangemessaging
server with Portal Server. The JavaMailAPI provides a platform independent and protocol
independent framework to build Java technology-basedmail andmessaging applications. The
JavaMailAPI is implemented as a Java platform optional package and is also available as part of the
Java 2 Enterprise Edition.

JavaMail provides a common uniformAPI formanagingmail. It enables service providers to provide
a standard interface to their standards based or proprietarymessaging systems using Java
programming language. Using thisAPI, applications can access message stores and compose and
sendmessages.

Independent SoftwareVendors
Listed below are some types of independent software vendor (ISV) integrations.

� Application user interface. This integration uses the providerAPI and SRAfor secure access.
(SRAis not an integration type on its own.) Examples include FatWire, Interwoven, SAP,
Tarantella, Documentum, Vignette, PeopleSoft, Siebel, Citrix, andYellowBrix.

� Security products. This integration uses theAccessManager LoginAPI to enable portal access
by using a custom authentication scheme. Examples include RSASecurity.

� ContentManagement. This integration provides data access into Portal Server, enabling
searches on the data. Examples include FatWire, Interwoven, and Vignette.

� Content Syndication. This integration providesmanaging and customizing information that
appears on websites. Examples include YellowBrix and Pinnacor.

� Collaboration software. This integration enables Sun Java System InstantMessaging product to
move a collaboration session from one forum to a another. Examples includeWebEx, BeNotified,
and Lotus.

� Monitoring. This integration focuses on billing, performancemeasurement, and diagnostics, for
which you rely on log files (or Portal Server’s LoggingAPI) and traffic snooping. Examples
includeMercury Interactive, Hyperion, and Informatica.

� Portal capability augmentation. This integration enables products to add functionality to Portal
Server. Examples includeAltio, Bowstreet, rule engines to add group capability, and dynamic
standard Portal Desktop and provider contents (HNC).

� Integratable portal stack. This integration includes products that replace elements of Portal
Server. Examples includeAccessManager and LDAP.

Note – Portal Server cannot currently integrate another LDAP solution.AccessManager and Portal
Server rely on features not found in other LDAP implementations.

The “depth” to which user interface integration occurs with Portal Server indicates how complete the
integration is. Depth is a term used to describe the complementary nature of the integration, and
points to such items as:

Content andDesign Implementation
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� Application availability through Portal Server
� Application availability in securemode (using SRA, Netlet rules)
� Ability to use single sign-on

In general, the degree to which an application integrates in Portal Server can be viewed as follows:

� Shallow integration. This integration essentially uses the Portal Server as a launch point. The
user logs in to the portal and clicks a link that starts a web application.

� Deep integration. The user accesses the user interface provided by the channels in Portal Server
directly. That is, the integrated software works within the portal. No additional windows or
applets appear.

RollingOut aProductionDeployment
Once the pilot or proof-of-concept deployment passes the test criteria, you are ready to roll out the
deployment to a production environment. Typically, you roll out to a production environment in
stages.Astaged rollout is especially important for large deployments that affect a significant number
of users.

The staged deployment can start with a small set of users and eventually expand the user base until
the deployment is available to all users.Astaged deployment can also start with a limited set of
services and eventually phase in the remaining services. Staging services in phases can help isolate,
identify, and resolve problems a servicemight encounter in a production environment.

RollingOut a ProductionDeployment
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Installed Product Layout

This appendix describes the Sun Java™ System Portal Server directory structure and properties files
used to store configuration and operational data.

Directories Installed for Portal Server
Table 7–1 shows the platform-specific directory structures that are installed for Portal Server.

TABLE 7–1Portal ServerDirectories

Description Location

Default installation
directory

portal-server-install-root/SUNWportal

Default installation
directory for configuration
information

/etc/opt/SUNWportal

Default installation
directory for SDK

portal-server-install-root/SUNWportal/sdk

Temporary files /usr/tmp

Log files /var/opt/SUNWam/log

/var/opt/SUNWportal/instance-directory

Search Engine logging,
configuration, and data
directories

/var/opt/SUNWportal/instance-directory/log-directory

Container and channel
display profile

portal-server-install-root/SUNWportal/samples/desktop/dp-org.xml
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TABLE 7–1Portal ServerDirectories (Continued)
Description Location

Provider display profiles portal-server-install-root/SUNWportal/samples/desktop/dp-providers.xml

HTMLtemplate files /etc/opt/SUNWportal/desktop/default/channelname.template

JSP template files /etc/opt/SUNWportal/desktop/default/JSPchannelname

Command-line utilities portal-server-install-root/SUNWportal/bin/

Tag library definitions /etc/opt/SUNWportal/desktop/default/tld/*.tld

Display profile DTD portal-server-install-root/SUNWportal/dtd/psdp.dtd

Java properties files portal-server-install-root/SUNWam/locale

Directories Installed for SRA
This section describes the Sun Java System Secure RemoteAccess (SRA) directory structure and
configuration files used to store configuration and operational data.

Table 7–2 shows the platform-specific directory structures that are installed for Secure Remote
Access.

TABLE 7–2Portal Server SRADirectories

Description Location

Default installation directory portal-server-install-root/

Default installation directory for
AccessManager executable files,
for the web server, and for the
deployed applications

portal-server-install-root/SUNWam

Default installation directory for
configuration information

/etc/opt/SUNWportal

Log files /var/opt/SUNWam/logs

Configuration Files
All Portal Server and SRAconfiguration data is stored using theAccessManager Services
Management function.AccessManager provides the bootstrap configuration file that is needed to
find the DirectoryServer.

The platform.conf file contains the details that the Gateway needs. By default, the platform.conf
file is located in /etc/opt/SUNWportal

Directories Installed for SRA
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Comparisonof Solaris and LinuxPathNames
TABLE 7–3Comparison of Solaris and Linux PathNames

Solaris PathName Linux PathName

/opt/SUNWportal (default) /opt/sun/portal (default)

/etc/opt/SUNWportal (config) /etc/opt/sun/portal (config)

/var/opt/SUNWportal (data) /var/opt/sun/portal (data)

Comparison of Solaris and Linux PathNames
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Analysis Tools

The SunJava Enterprise System and SDK include default setting options to ensure a satisfactory
out-of-the-box experience. However these optionsmight not provide optimal performance for your
web applications in the Portal Server production environment. This section describes some
alternative options and basic tuning techniques.

Basic TuningTechniques

Note –The tuning settings discussed in this section focus on Portal Server residing on the Solaris
platform. However, the principles can be applied to other generic Unix type operating systems.

Table 8–1 below lists the performance analysis tools that will help in providing feedback for tuning
the Portal Server and its web container. In addition to performance issues, many of these tools can be
used to detect other types of bottlenecks at the overall operating system level.

Many tool descriptions provide sample output, suggestions for interpreting output results, tips on
improving output results, and links to related sites.

TABLE 8–1PerformanceAnalysis Tools

Category Type Name Parameters Usage

Analysis Tool Solaris 8, Solaris 9, Solaris
10

mpstat CPU utilization

iostat Disk I/O subsystem

netstat Network subsystem

-I hme) 10 Interface bandwidth
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TABLE 8–1PerformanceAnalysis Tools (Continued)
Category Type Name Parameters Usage

-sP tcp TCP kernel module

-a|grep
hostname|wc-1

Socket connection
count

Portal Server on
Application Server
container

verbose:gc Garbage collection

Tuning
Parameters

Solaris 8, Solaris 9, Solaris
10

/etc/system Various Performance

/etc/rc2.d/tuning

parameters file
Various TCP kernel tuning

parameters

mpstat
Thempstat utility is a useful tool tomonitor CPU utilization, especially withmultithreaded
applications running onmultiprocessormachines, which is a typical configuration for enterprise
solutions.

Use mpstatwith an argument between 5 seconds to 10 seconds.

An interval that is smaller than 5 or 10 secondsmight bemore difficult to analyze.A larger interval
might provide ameans of smoothing the data by removing spikes that couldmislead the result.

Output
#mpstat 10

CPU minf mjf xcal intr ithr csw icsw migr smtx srw syscl usr sys wt idl

0 1 0 5529 442 302 419 166 12 196 0 775 95 5 0 0

1 1 0 220 237 100 383 161 41 95 0 450 96 4 0 0

4 0 0 27 192 100 178 94 38 44 0 100 99 1 0 0

What to Look For
Note themuch higher intr and ithr values for certain CPUs. Solaris will select some CPUs to
handle the system interrupts. The CPUs and the number that are chosen depend on the I/O devices
attached to the system, the physical location of the devices, and whether interrupts have been
disabled on a CPU (psradmin command).

� intr - interrupts
� intr - thread interrupts (not including the clock interrupts)

mpstat
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� csw - Voluntary Context switches.When this number slowly increases, and the application is
not IO bound, it may indicate amutex contention.

� icsw - Involuntary Context switches.When this number increases past 500, the system is
under a heavy load.

� smtx - if smtx increases sharply.An increase from 50 to 500 is a sign of a system resource
bottleneck (ex., network or disk).

� Usr, sys and idl - Together, all three columns represent CPU saturation.Awell-tuned
application under full load (0% idle) should be within 80% to 90% usr, and 20% to 10% sys
times, respectively.Asmaller percentage value for sys reflects more time for user code and less
preemption, which result in greater throughput for Portal application.

Considerations
Make your application available to asmany CPUs as it can efficiently use.As an example, you get the
best performance from one instance from 2CPUs. You can expect that creating 14 2CPU processor
sets would yield the best performance.

An increasing csw value shows an increase with network use.Acommon cause for a high csw value is
the result of having created toomany socket connections--either by not pooling connections or by
handling new connections inefficiently. If this is the case you would also see a high TCP connection
count when executing netstat -a | wc–l. For more information, refer to “netstat” on page 118.

Do you observe increasing icsw?Acommon cause of this is preemption, most likely because of an
end of time slice on the CPU.

iostat
The iostat tool gives statistics on the disk I/O subsystem. The iostat command hasmany options.
More information can be found in theman pages. The following typical options provide information
on locating I/O bottlenecks.

Output
#iostat -xn 10

extended device statistics

r/s w/s kr/s kw/s wait actv wsvc_t asvc_t %w %b device

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 fd0

2.7 58.2 14.6 2507.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 23.0 0 52 d0

47.3 0.0 2465.6 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 8.8 0 30 d1

What to Look For
� %b - Percentage of time the disk is busy (transactions in progress).Average %b values over 25

could be a bottleneck.

iostat
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� %w - Percentage of time transactions are waiting for service (queue non-empty).
� asvc_t - Reports on average response time of active transactions, inmilliseconds. This option is

mislabeled asvc_t; it indicates the time between a user process issuing a read and the read
completing. Consistent values over 30ms could indicate a bottleneck.

Considerations
Addmore disks to the file system.When using a single disk file system, consider, upgrading to a
hardware or software RAID is the next logical step. Hardware RAID is significantly faster than
software RAID and is highly recommended.Asoftware RAID solution would add additional CPU
load to the system.

Depending on storage hardware and application behavior, theremay be a better block size to use
besides the ufs default of 8192k. Formore information, consult the Solaris SystemAdministration
Guide.

netstat
The netstat tool gives statistics on the network subsystem. It can be used to analyzemany aspects of
the network subsystem, two of which are the TCP/IP kernel module and the interface bandwidth.An
overview of both uses follow.

netstat -I hme010
These netstat options are used to analyze interface bandwidth. The upper bound (max) of the current
throughput can be calculated from the output. The upper bound is reported because the netstat
output reports themetric of packets, which do not necessarily have to be their maximum size. The
upper bound of the bandwidth can be calculated using the following equation:

Bandwidth Used = (Total number of Packets) / (Polling Interval (10) ) ) *MTU (1500 default).

The currentMTU for an interface can be found with: ifconfig -a

netstat -I hme0 10 Output

#netstat -I hme0 10

input hme0 output input (Total) output

packets errs packets errs colls packets errs packets errs colls

122004816 272 159722061 0 0 348585818 2582 440541305 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 84144 0 107695 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 96144 0 123734 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 89373 0 114906 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 84568 0 108759 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 84720 0 108800 0 0

netstat
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What to Look For
� colls - collisions. If your network is not switched, then a low level of collisions is expected.As the

network becomes increasingly saturated, collision will increase and eventually will become a
bottleneck. The best solution for collisions is a switched network.

� errs - errors. The presence of errors could indicate device errors. If your network is switched,
errors indicate that you are nearly consuming the bandwidth capacity of your network. The
solution to this problem is to give the systemmore bandwidth, which can be achieved through
more network interfaces or a network bandwidth upgrade. This is highly dependent on your
particular network architecture.

Considerations
� If network saturation is occuring quickly (saturation at less than 8CPUs for an application server

running on a 100mbit Ethernet), then an investigation to ensure conservative network usage is a
good first step.

� Increase network bandwidth. Steps that possibly can be taken: upgrade to a switched network,
more network interfaces are a possible solution or upgrade to a higher bandwidth network to
accommodate your network traffic demand.

netstat —sP tcp options are used to analyze the TCP kernel module. Many of the fields reported
represent fields in the kernel module that indicate bottlenecks. These bottlenecks can be addressed
using the ndd command and the tuning parameters.

netstat -sP tcpOutput
#netstat -sP tcp

TCP tcpRtoAlgorithm = 4 tcpRtoMin = 400

<snip>

tcpInDupSegs = 1144 tcpInDupBytes =132520

tcpInPartDupSegs = 1 tcpInPartDupBytes = 416

tcpInPastWinSegs = 0 tcpInPastWinBytes = 0

tcpInWinProbe = 46 tcpInWinUpdate = 48

tcpInClosed = 251 tcpRttNoUpdate = 344

tcpRttUpdate =1105386 tcpTimRetrans = 989

tcpTimRetransDrop = 5 tcpTimKeepalive = 818

tcpTimKeepaliveProbe= 183 tcpTimKeepaliveDrop = 0

tcpListenDrop = 0 tcpListenDropQ0 = 0

tcpHalfOpenDrop = 0 tcpOutSackRetrans = 56

What to look for
� tcpListenDrop - If after several looks at the command output the tcpListenDrop continues to

increase, it could indicate a problemwith queue size.

netstat
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Considerations:
� Apossible cause of increasing tcpListenDrop is the application throughput being bottlenecked by

the number of executing threads.At this point increasing application threadsmay be a good
thing to try.

� Increase queue size. Increase the request queue sizes using ndd. More information on other ndd
commands referenced in the SolarisAdministration Guide.

ondd -set /dev/tcp tcp_conn_req_max_q value

ondd -set /dev/tcp tcp_conn_req_max_q0 value

netstat -a | grep your_hostname | wc -l

Running this command gives a rough count of socket connections on the system. The number of
connections open at one time is limited; you can use this tool to look for bottlenecks.

netstat -a | grep <your_hostname> | wc -l Output

#netstat -a | wc -l

34567

What to Look For
� socket count - If the number returned is greater than 20,000 then the number of socket

connections could be a possible bottleneck.

Consider the following:
� Decrease the point where number of anonymous socket connections start.

ondd -set /dev/tcp tcp_smallest_anon_port value
� Decrease the time a TCP connection stays in TIME_WAIT.

ondd -set /dev/tcp tcp_time_wait_interval value

TuningParameters for /etc/system
Table 8–2 is a list of /etc/system tuning parameters used during the performance study. The
changes are applied by appending each to the /etc/system file.

TABLE 8–2 /etc/systemOptions

/etc/systemOption Description

set rlim_fd_max=value "Hard” limit on file descriptors that a single process might have open.
To override this limit requires superuser privilege.
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TABLE 8–2 /etc/systemOptions (Continued)
/etc/systemOption Description

set tcp:tcp_conn_hash_size=value Controls the hash table size in the TCPmodule for all TCP
connections.

Along with tune_t_flushr, autoup controls the amount of memory
examined for dirty pages in each invocation and frequency of file
system sync operations.

set autoup=value The value of autoup is also used to control whether a buffer is written
out from the free list. Buffers marked with the B_DELWRI flag (file
content pages that have changed) are written out whenever the buffer
has been on the list for longer than autoup seconds.

Increasing the value of autoup keeps the buffers around for a longer
time inmemory.

set tune_t_fsflushr=value Specifies the number of seconds between fsflush invocations.

set rechoose_interval=value Number of clock ticks before a process is deemed to have lost all
affinity for the last CPU it ran on.After this interval expires, any CPU
is considered a candidate for scheduling a thread. This parameter is
relevant only for threads in the timesharing class. Real-time threads
are scheduled on the first available CPU.

Adescription of all /etc/system parameters can be found in the Solaris Tunable Parameters
ReferenceManual.

Table 8–3 is a list of TCP kernel tuning parameters. These are known TCP tuning parameters that
affect most performance on Portal Servers.

TABLE 8–3TCP/IPOptions

TCP/IPOptions Description

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_xmit_hiwat 65535

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_recv_hiwat 65535

The default send window size in bytes. The default receive window size in
bytes.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_cwnd_max 65535

Themaximum value of TCP congestion window (cwnd) in bytes.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_rexmit_interval_min 3000

The default minimum retransmission timeout (RTO) value inmilliseconds.
The calculated RTO for all TCP connections cannot be lower than this
value.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_rexmit_interval_max 10000

The default maximum retransmission timeout value (RTO) inmilliseconds.
The calculated RTO for all TCP connections cannot exceed this value.
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TABLE 8–3TCP/IPOptions (Continued)
TCP/IPOptions Description

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_rexmit_interval_initial 3000

The default initial retransmission timeout value (RTO) inmilliseconds

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_time_wait_interval 60000

The time inmilliseconds a TCP connection stays in TIME-WAIT state.
Refer to RFC 1122, 4.2.2.13 formore information.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_keepalive_interval 900000

The time inmilliseconds a TCP connection stays in KEEP-ALIVE state.
Refer to RFC 1122, 4.2.2.13 formore information.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_conn_req_max_q value

The default maximumnumber of pending TCP connections for a TCP
listener waiting to be accepted by accept(SOCKET).

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_conn_req_max_q0 value

The default maximumnumber of incomplete (three-way handshake not yet
finished) pending TCP connections for a TCP listener.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_ip_abort_interval value

Refer to RFC 793 formore information on TCP three-way handshake.

ndd -set /dev/tcp
tcp_ip_abort_interval value

The default total retransmission timeout value for a TCP connection in
milliseconds. For a given TCP connection, if TCPhas been re-transmitting
for tcp_ip_abort_interval period and it has not received any
acknowledgment from the other endpoint during this period, TCP closes
this connection.
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Portal Server andApplication Servers

This appendix provides an overview of Portal Server and its support for application servers.

This appendix contains the following sections:

� “Application Server Support in Portal Server” on page 123
� “Portal Server on anApplication Server Cluster” on page 124

Application Server Support in Portal Server
The Portal Server provides support for the following application servers to be used as the web
application container, in addition to the Java™Web Server software:

� Sun Java SystemApplication Server Enterprise Edition
� BEAWebLogic Server™ Server 8.1 SP 2
� IBMWebSphere®Application Server 5.1

Note – Portal Server runs in the context of a web application container, which can be either a web
server or one of the application servers mentioned above, depending on your deployment.

Running Portal Server on an application server enables you to:

� Decouple the portal platform from the application server platform, allowing you to choose the
best combination of Portal Server and application server for your organization

� Call Enterprise JavaBeans™ architecture and other J2EE™ technologies that run in the application
server container

� Use application server clustering, which provides scalability and high availability
� Use session failover in clustering (currently available on BEAWebLogic Server andApplication

Server Enterprise Edition)
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Portal Server on anApplication Server Cluster
This section describes howApplication Server Enterprise Edition software, BEAWebLogic Server,
and IBMWebSphereApplication Servermanage application server clustering. Application server
clustering is a loosely coupled group of application servers that collaborate to provide shared access
to the services that each server hosts. The cluster aims to balance resource requests, high availability
of resources, and failover of application logic to provide scalability. Portal Server andAccessManager
are not pure web applications. Instead, these applications are composed of local files residing on a
machine and three web applications: portal, amserver, and psconsole. These three web applications
run in a web application container, which runs in an application server web application container.

The Java Enterprise System installs and configures the local files, configures the local application
server, then deploys the threeWAR files on the local web application container. TheWAR files
themselves are not self-contained. TheWAR files depend on the local files and directories on the
machine to provide their service.

An application server cluster is a logical entity that groupsmany application server instances,
potentially hosted on different machines. Pure web applications are deployed on a cluster using
application server specific deployment tools. Once deployed on the cluster, the web applications are
deployed to all the server instances that the cluster is made of, andmanaged in a central way.

Because of Portal Server’s dual nature, as a local application as well as a web application, install
Portal Server on an application server using the following steps:

� To Install Portal Server on anApplication Server
Install Portal Server on allmachines using the same configuration settings.

Deploy the threeweb applications (portal, amserver, andpsconsole) to the cluster.

The following sections explain what it means to enable Portal Server to run on an application server
cluster.

Application Server Enterprise Edition
The Sun Java SystemApplication Server Enterprise Edition 8 provides a robust J2EE platform for the
development, deployment, andmanagement of enterprise applications. Key features include
transactionmanagement, performance, scalability, security, and integration. TheApplication Server
supports services fromWeb publishing to enterprise-scale transaction processing.

TheApplication Server is available in the Platform and Enterprise editions. The Platform edition is
free and is intended for software development and department-level production environments.
Designed formission-critical services and large-scale production environments, the Enterprise
edition supports horizontal scalability and service continuity via a load balancer plug-in and cluster

1
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management. The Enterprise edition also supports session continuity via the HighlyAvailable
Database (HADB). See the followingApplication Server Enterprise Edition documentation formore
information:

http://docs.sun.com/db/coll/1310 ()

BEAWebLogic Server
The BEAWebLogic Server product uses the following definitions:

� Domain. An interrelated set ofWebLogic Server resourcesmanaged as a unit.Adomain includes
one ormoreWebLogic Servers, andmight includeWebLogic Server clusters.

� Administration Server. AWebLogic Server running theAdministration Service. The
Administration Service provides the central point of control for configuring andmonitoring the
entire domain. TheAdministration Servermust be running to perform anymanagement
operation on that domain.

� Managed Server. In a domain withmultipleWebLogic Servers, only one server is the
Administration Server; the other servers are calledManaged Servers. EachWebLogicManaged
Server obtains its configuration at startup from theAdministration Server.

See the following documentation formore information:

http://edocs.beasys.com/wls/docs61/cluster/index.html

You start theAdministration Server with the following command:

install_dir/config/domain_name/startWeblogic.sh

The local server takes its configuration from the install_dir/config/domain_name/config.xml file.
To start aManaged Server, use the following command:

install_dir/config/domain_name/startManagedWebLogic.sh
servername admin_server_url

Instead of taking its configuration from the install_dir/config/domain_name/config.xml local file,
theManaged Server takes it from theAdministration Server, usingHTTP.

Note –The default configuration supported for installing Portal Server on BEAWebLogic Server is a
single server that is also theAdministration Server for the domain.

ABEAcluster is a set of managed servers in the same domain, that are declared in theWebLogic
console as a cluster.When deploying a web application, you use the name of the cluster, not the name
of the individual servers.After the deployment, the web application is identically deployed to all
machines in the cluster.

Session failover in BEAis described in the following document:
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http://edocs.beasys.com/wls/docs61/cluster/servlet.html#1009453

Using in-memory replication for HTTP session states requires the following prerequisites:

� Portal Server supports the use ofWebLogic Server clusters with in-memory session replication.
See the BEAdocumentation for instructions to set up these clusters. The Sun Java Enterprise
System 2005Q5 Installation Guide documents the load balancer configuration for such a cluster
using the HttpClusterServlet that ships with BEA. You can also set up other load balancing
hardware and software documented by BEAin the same way.

� Session datamust be serializable.
� Use the setAttribute to change the session state.

To install a BEAcluster, your BEAlicense for eachmachine participating in the cluster must be a
special BEAcluster license. See the BEAdocumentation for the procedure to get the license and set
up a BEAcluster with HttpClusterServlet.

IBMWebSphereApplication Server
The IBMWebSphereApplication Server product uses the following definitions:

� Administrative domain. The logical space in which the configurations for various objects in the
WebSphere environment reside. Inside one administrative domain you start with an application
server. This is the default installation.

� Server group. A server group is a template for creating additional, nearly identical copies of an
application server configuration. (This is the equivalent of BEA’s cluster.)

� Clones. Acopy of the server group, on the samemachine or on different machines. Clones are the
equivalent of BEA’smanaged servers.

See the IBMWebSphereApplication Server documentation formore information:

http://www-306.ibm.com/software/webservers/appserv

WebSphereAdvanced Server provides amore robust approach to clustering because it includes a
database. InAdvanced Server, all servers use the database for the configuration information. You can
use theWebSphere administration console, a Swing Java application, or the command-line utilities
XMLConfig and wscpthen tomanage the servers.
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TroubleshootingYour Portal Deployment

This appendix describes how to troubleshoot the Sun Java™ System Portal Server software and the
Sun Java System Portal Server Secure RemoteAccess (SRA) software.

This appendix contains the following sections:

� “Troubleshooting Portal Server” on page 127
� “Troubleshooting SRA” on page 130

TroubleshootingPortal Server
This sections contains troubleshooting information for Sun Java System Portal Server.

UNIXProcesses
For the portal to be functioning properly, check that the following root-owned processes are
running. Use the ps command to see this output.

Sun Java SystemDirectory Server:

/ns-slapd -D /usr/ldap/slapd-server -i /usr/ldap/slapd-

server/logs/pid

Sun Java SystemAccessManager:

identity-server-install-root/SUNWam/bin/doUnix -c 8946

Sun Java System Portal Server:

./uxwdog -d portal-server-install-root/SUNWam/servers/https-
server/config
ns-httpd -d portal-server-install-root/SUNWam/servers/https-
server/config

AdminWeb Server (optional, but usually running):
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./uxwdog -d web-container-install-root/SUNWam/servers/https-admserv/config
ns-httpd -d web-container-install-root/SUNWam/servers/https-admserv/config

LogFiles
Examine the following log files for errors.

AccessManager logs are located in:

/var/opt/SUNWam/debug

Portal Server logs are located in:

/var/opt/SUNWportal/logs

Recovering the SearchDatabase
The Search databasemaintains recoverable transaction logs. Thus, under normal circumstances, you
do not have to do anything to recover the database. Recovery from errors and transient conditions
such as a full disk are straight forward. If desired, maintain Search database archives and restore from
an archive in case you lost the entire database. In this scenario, you would copy the archive to the
original database to recover it.

� ToRecover theDatabase

Stop all processes accessing the database, including the Portal Server instance.

Use the rdmgr -R command to recover.

Workingwith theDisplay Profile
If you need to troubleshoot the XMLcontents of your portal’s display profile, extract the contents to
a file for examination.At some point in the troubleshooting process, it might be useful to reload the
display profile.

� ToExtract theDisplay Profile

Login as administrator.

Use the psadmin command to extract the display profile. For example:
./psadmin list -u“uid=amAdmin,ou=People,o=sesta.com,o=isp”-w

password -d“o=sesta.com,o=isp”> /tmp/displayxml
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This example puts the contents of the display profile into the /tmp/displayxml file.

� ToReload theDisplay Profile

Login as administrator.

Use the psadmin command to reload the display profile. For example:
./psadmin modify -u“uid=amAdmin,ou=People,o=sesta.com,o=isp”-w

password -d“o=sesta.com,o=isp”/tmp/updated_displayxml

This example reloads the contents of the display profile from the /tmp/updated_displayxml file.

HighCPUUtilization for Portal Server Instance
When using the Cisco Content Services Switch, youmight see a very high CPU utilization on the
Portal Server instance withWeb Server error file showing the followingmessage every five seconds.

[20/Jan/2003:16:53:36] failure ( 5926): Error accepting connection

-5928, oserr=130 (Connect aborted)

The cause of this error is a “sticky bit” setting within the Cisco Content Services Switch that is
causing these errors. These load balancers periodically ping the servers (every five seconds) to verify
that the servers are alive.After turning off the “sticky bit” setting, which disables the ping to the
server every 5 seconds, the errors will no longer show up in theWeb Server product.

Configuring anHTTPProxy
If the Portal Server software is installed on a host that cannot directly access certain portions of the
Internet or your intranet, you can receive errors. For example, when using the
SampleSimpleWebService provider, youmight see the following error when the proxy has not been
configured:

java.net.UnknownHostException: services.xmethods.net

� ToConfigureUsageof anHTTPProxy for a Portal Server Instance

Changedirectories to the portal server install root directory containing the configuration for the
instance.
cd portal-server-install-root/SUNWam/servers/https-
servername/config

1
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Edit the server.xml filewithin this directory and add the following lines:
http.proxyHost=proxy-host http.proxyPort=

proxy-port http.nonProxyHosts=portal-host

where proxy-host is the fully-qualified domain name of the proxy host, proxy-port is the port on
which the proxy is run, and portal-host is the fully qualified domain name of the portal host.

Troubleshooting SRA
This section describes how to capture information that Portal Server support personnel need to
troubleshoot problems in your deployment.

Debugging theGateway
To turn debugging on or off, you set the level of debugging or set it to off. The following steps
describe what to do.

� ToUseDebugging

Log in as root to theGatewaymachine and edit the followingfiles:

� gateway-install-root/SUNWam/config/AMConfig-instance-name.properties
� platform.conf-default or platform.conf-gateway-instance-name-provided-during-install

file

Set the debug level to FINEST.
com.iplanet.services.debug.level=FINEST

The debug levels are:

� FINEST - Only serious errors are logged in the debug file. Rewriter usually stops functioning
when such errors occur.

� WARNING -All debugmessages are logged.
� OFF - No debugmessages are logged.

Set the log level in the platform.conf-default or
platform.conf-gateway-instance-name-provided-during-install.
The log levels are:

� WARNING

� INFO

� SEVERE

� FINE
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� FINEST

Restart theGateway froma terminalwindow:

./psadmin start-sra-instance -u admin-user -p passwordfile -N default -t gateway

SRALogFiles
Examine the following log files for errors.

Gateway:

/var/opt/SUNWportal/debug/srapGateway_gateway-hostname_gateway-profile-name

NetFile:

/var/opt/SUNWporta/debug/srapNetFile

Netlet:

/var/opt/SUNWporta/debug/srapNetlet_gateway-hostname_gateway-profile-name

4
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Portal DeploymentWorksheets

This appendix provides worksheets to help with the portal deployment process.

This appendix contains the following sections:

� “PortalAssessmentWorksheets” on page 133
� “Portal Design Task List” on page 137

PortalAssessmentWorksheets
Use these worksheets to learnmore about your organization’s business needs and potential areas of
concern around deploying portals.
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TABLE 11–1GeneralQuestions

Identify the business reasons why you want a portal (check and elaborate on all that apply):

Reducing procurement cost

Reducing the cost of sharing information with customers, suppliers, or partners

Reducing the time to deploy new business services

Eliminating the cost of maintainingmany point solutions

Expanding the reach of the customer base for your services

Securing the access to your data and services

Making it easier for your customers to do business with you over the Internet

Reducing the cost and time for integrating business services with suppliers and partners

To comply with governmental regulations

Personalizing the user experience

Needing to gather business intelligence on the usage of services

Howmany portals does your organization already have?

If you havemore than one, do you have a need to reduce the number? Integrate? Federate?

What types are they (business-to-employee, business-to-consumer, business-to-business, ISP)?

Do you have departmental portals?

What is the extent of yourWeb presence? Howmany web sites do you have?

List the top ten application services of value to you, that you would like to expose to your partners? Suppliers?
Customers? Employees?

Who is the target community for your portal?

TABLE 11–2OrganizationalQuestions

Who are the stakeholders of this portal?

Who are the business owners (department, organization, or an individual) within your organization who
would expose the content or application service that they own by using the portal?

Would an application service exposed by using the portal bemade up of smaller business applicationsmanaged
by an inter-departmental business process?

Whowould “own” this portal (the infrastructure)?

Whowould own the content?

How do you plan to recruit additional business owners within your organization to contribute their content or
applications for your portal?
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TABLE 11–2OrganizationalQuestions (Continued)
What project management, architect, and technical implementation resources do you have available to help
develop this portal?

Who sets the policies for web site characteristics such as look and feel and presentation?

TABLE 11–3Business Service-level ExpectationsQuestions

Are your development projects consistent? Do youmanage their risk?

How does your development teamwork with your test, deployment, and operations groups?

Howmany different platforms does your organization currently support?

How secure is your information? How consistent is the security?

Are these challenges getting better, or getting worse?

How do you plan to recruit additional business owners within your organization to contribute their content or
applications for your portal?

What project management, architect, and technical implementation resources do you have available to help
develop this portal?

Who sets the policies for web site characteristics such as look and feel and presentation?

TABLE 11–4ContentManagementQuestions

Do you have a content or documentmanagement system?

Do you have any defined workflow tomanage the development and publication of content?

Do you have a taxonomy defined?

Howwell is your information tagged and categorized?

How is your enterprise content developed, managed, tracked, and published?

Do you have a need for syndicated content on your portal? If so, what?

What proportion of your content is dynamic versus static?

TABLE 11–5UserManagement and SecurityQuestions

Howwould you segment, categorize, and relate (hierarchically) your user community?

What are your current and future security policies?

Do various departments own ormaintain their private view of the customer?

Do you have an enterprise directory?
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TABLE 11–6Business IntelligenceQuestions

Do you have a need to gather, store, analyze, and provide information for enterprise decision-making?

Do you already employ any data analysis or OLAP tools?

At what level(s) do you need to collect business intelligence (enterprise-wide, division, department, project,
onetime event)?

TABLE 11–7ArchitectureQuestions

Do you already have an existing architecture strategy?

Are there organizational issues that are hindering a successful implementation of a new IT architecture?

Do you have the capabilities to implement a new architecture solution?

What technologies do you currently use?

Do you have the staff to implement a new architecture solution?

For the top ten services that you would like deployed by using a portal, what platform and architecture do you
need to support?

How do these services authenticate users andmanage access control

How do you programmatically gain access to these services?

What is your current and futuremessaging (email) and collaboration architecture?

What is your current and future enterprise directory architecture?

What technologies are used for application integration?

What is the size of the target user community?

Howmany concurrent users?

What is the range of portal usage?

What is the geographical distribution of your user base?

Do you currently have or have a future need for non-Web access (Wireless, Voice/IVR)

Would your customer base require internationalization of content and services?

What server platform technologies do you use?

What development environments, tools do you use?

What developmentmethodologies do you employ?
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Portal Design Task List
Table 11–8 lists themajor portal deployment phases and design tasks. Use this task list to help
develop your portal project plan.

Though these tasks will vary depending on your organization and the scale of each deployment, the
worksheet represents themost common phases and tasks encountered.

This table consists of two columns. The first column presents themajor tasks. The second column
presents the subtasks for eachmajor task.

TABLE 11–8DesignTask List

Major Phases and Tasks Subtasks

1. Project Start and Coordination

Project Planning � Perform general project management

Project Plan Review � Review pre-implementation
� Review business requirements
� Review technical requirements
� Review architectural documents
� Review hardware and infrastructure

Coordinate Resources � Identify skills required
� Identify resources
� Schedule resources
� Assemble project teammembers
� Reviewwork plan with project teammembers

Define Requirements � Collect business requirements
� Summarize requirements
� Confirm functional requirements
� Collect technical requirements
� Summarize technical requirements
� Confirm technical requirements
� Prepare combined requirements document
� Deliver requirements

2. Design

Develop SolutionArchitecture � Design software architecture
� Design server topology
� Document architecture
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TABLE 11–8DesignTask List (Continued)
Major Phases and Tasks Subtasks

Develop Portal Integration � Understand system integration approach
� Define container and channel layout
� Define content aggregation
� Define SSO approach
� Develop customNetlet and authenticationmodules

User Interface Design � Prepare ormodify user interface design
� Develop or update screen specifications
� Review and approve user interfacemodel

Directory Design � Design organizations, suborganizations, roles, and users
� Define privileges
� Review shared data requirements
� Establish data transfer protocols
� Create temporary or intermediate tables
� Test temporary or intermediate tables
� Document design approach
� Deliver design document
� Obtain appropriate stakeholder and organizational consensus

3. Develop and Integrate

Install Software for Testing and
Development Environments

� Install Sun Java System Portal Server software and optionally
Secure RemoteAccess software (install appropriate supporting
software)

� Install application server, if needed
� Install other software
� Configure server software
� Test server software components
� Document test findings

Install Server Software for Development
Environment

� Install Portal Server and optionally Portal Server Secure
RemoteAccess

� Install application server, if needed
� Install other software
� Test server software components
� Document test findings

Software Configuration � Apply specific software configuration requirements
� Create product configurationmatrix
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TABLE 11–8DesignTask List (Continued)
Major Phases and Tasks Subtasks

Portal Server,Application Server, and
Other SoftwareModifications

� Review your organization’s requirements and expectations
� Establishmodifications for software
� Establishmethods for softwaremodifications
� Create softwaremodification plan
� Design softwaremodifications
� Establish softwaremodification teams
� Createmodifications
� Test modifications
� Obtain appropriate stakeholder and organizational review and

approval of modifications

LDAPDirectory Setup � Confer with stakeholders to establish proper schema
� Establishmodifications for software
� Establishmethods for softwaremodifications
� Create softwaremodification plan
� Design softwaremodifications
� Establish softwaremodification teams
� Create schema
� Set up LDAP
� Receive and verify data
� Modifymapping as required for LDAP
� Establish data updatemethods
� Test directory
� Create client user documentation for updatemethods

Legacy Software Integration (such as
PeopleSoft, SAP)

� Perform integration
� Prepare package integration test plan
� Perform integration test
� Produce package integration test results

Reporting � Establish reporting requirements for organization
� Create reporting plan
� Establish reporting team
� Design reports
� Create reports
� Test reports
� Review reports with customer
� Provide information and training on report tool

Test � Establish test plan
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TABLE 11–8DesignTask List (Continued)
Major Phases and Tasks Subtasks

PlanUserAcceptance Test � Identify user acceptance test manager
� Develop user acceptance test strategy and procedures
� Review strategy and procedures with customer
� Obtain approval for strategy and procedures
� Develop user acceptance test roles and responsibilities
� Obtain integration test scenarios
� Review test conditions and acceptance criteria and revise
� Develop user acceptance test schedule
� Prepare acceptance test log and update with scenario test

assignments

Conduct UserAcceptance Test � Execute user acceptance test
� Identify and document user acceptance test discrepancies
� Resolve user acceptance test discrepancies
� Re-execute user acceptance tests and track user acceptance test

progress
� Catalog and prioritize known limitations and process

improvement opportunities identified during testing
� Review test results with quality assurance advisors, summarize

and communicate results to stakeholders
� Obtain acceptance test approval from stakeholders

Conduct Integration and SystemTest � Ensure establishment of integration test environment
� Identify test team and assign test scenario ownership
� Train team on integration test procedures, roles, and

responsibilities
� Review and revise integration test execution schedule, as

required
� Execute integration test
� Identify and document integration test discrepancies
� Resolve integration test discrepancies and document
� Identify requiredmodifications (such as configuration

enhancements, interfaces, reports)
� Re-execute integration tests
� Update as required
� Track test progress
� Obtain test approval
� Summarize and communicate results to stakeholders

4. Deployment Production
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TABLE 11–8DesignTask List (Continued)
Major Phases and Tasks Subtasks

ConfirmApproach � Reviewwith stakeholders and establish implementation
locations and configurations

� Develop implementation approach
� Repeat appropriate tasks from development hardware and

software installation

Review andUpdate Deployment � Review existing documentation of results of tests
� Validate scope, objectives, and critical success factors
� Update deployment approach
� Review and approve deployment

Implement Deployment � Review and reconcile system operations
� Review organization and system procedures
� Promote to production
� Update current operations
� Revise system release and deploymentmaterials
� Provide transition support

Training � Confirm organization commitment and expectations
� Establish training requirements for all personnel
� Establish training schedules
� Establish training staff
� Preparematerials for training
� Train administrators
� Trainmaintenance providers
� Capture training feedback
� Incorporate feedback for training improvement

Document Portal � Create a “run book” for system administrators

Portal Design Task List
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A
accelerators, and Gateway, 55
access control

Gateway, 55
limiting, 47
NetFile, 59
Netlet, 57

Access Control Instructions, 103
AccessManager

administration console, 51-52
cache and sessions, 102
components, 51-52
customizing, 103-104
description, 21
description and benefits, 21
organization tree, 103
single sign-on, 51-52

AccessManager SDK, components, 62
administration console tasks, 51-52
aggregation

description and benefits, 26
strategy, 104

AllowedURLs andDenied URLs lists
Gateway, 55
NetFile, 59

amSDKStats log, 102
amSSO log, 102
analysis tools, 115
anonymous Desktop, 105
applets, NetFile, 58
application servers

clustering, 124-126
requirements, 93
support for, 123

applications
degree of integration, 110
dynamic port, 56
integrating, 108-110
portal, 108
static port, 56
third-party, 108

authentication, 21, 46-47, 105
and LDAP, 64
basic authentication, 78
custom, 109
Gateway, 54
modes, 54
PDC, 54
Portal Server, 46-47
UNIX, 58

authentication server, 65
average session time, 36
average time between page requests, 35

B
back-end servers, 38
banner, 52
baseline portal performance analysis, 100
basic authentication, 54
BEAWebLogic, 125-126
bottlenecks, and buildingmodules, 74
buildingmodules, 67-75

andDirectory Server, 72
and high availability, 68-73
and Search Engine, 75
and transparent failover, 72-73
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buildingmodules (Continued)
deploying, 74-75
description, 68

business-to-consumer portal, 97
business-to-employee portal, 97

C
cache hit ratio, 102
caching appliance, and reverse proxy, 52
channels

description, 108
organizing content, 108

checkpointingmechanisms, 69
chroot environment, 53
Citrix, 30
client detectionAPI, 107
client support, 107
clustering

application servers, 123, 124-126
session failover, 123

communication links, 63
components

AccessManager Server, 51-52
NetFile, 58
Portal Server, 51-52
SRA, 52-61

concurrent sessions, 34-35, 35-36
concurrent users, 35-36
configuration data, 106
configuration files, Portal Server and SRA, 112
configuring, HTTPproxy, 129-130
content, placing, 108
CPU utilization

andmpstat utility, 116
high with Cisco Content Services Switch, 129

CPUs
andGateway instances, 40
and vertical scaling, 45
estimating number, 34

credentials, NetFile, 58
customizing

AccessManager service, 103-104
affects on performance, 93
baseline figures, 93

D
data centers, and sizing, 94
Database provider, 105
delegated administration, 22
Demilitarized Zone, description, 51-52
deployment

bottlenecks, 74
buildingmodules, 74
ISP hosting, 66
providers, 104-105

deployment scenarios, 69-70
and SRA, 70
buildingmodules, 69
no single point of failure, 70
transparent failover, 72-73

designing
for localization, 48
security strategies, 46-48
use case scenarios, 42-44

Desktop type, 37
directories

installed for Portal Server, 111-112
installed for SRA, 112

Directory Information Tree, 103
directory replica, 72
Directory Server

and buildingmodules, 72
clustering, 69
description, 51-52
structure design, 103-104

Directory service, description, 21
directory structure, SRA, 112
Discussion channel, 24-25
display profile, 108

and JSP files, 105
and troubleshooting, 128-129
DTD location, 112
extracting, 128-129
location for provider, 112
properties, 48
reloading, 129

DIT, 103
DMZ, description, 48
documenting the portal, 100
dp-org.xml file, 111
dp-providers.xml file, 112
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dpadmin command, 128, 129
dynamic port applications, 56
dynamic web applications, 106

E
encryption, 46-48

128-bit, 78
40-bit, 55
Netlet, 55
Portal Server, 46-47
symmetric key encryption, 96

Enterprise JavaBeans, 93
error logging level, 101
/etc/opt/SUNWps directory, 111
/etc/system tuning parameters, 120
example use case, 43-44
extracting the display profile, 128-129

F
failover, 45, 69
file compression, NetFile, 59
FTP, NetFile, 58

G
Gateway

accelerators, 55
access control, 55
AllowedURLs andDenied URLs, 55
andHTTPbasic authentication, 54
andNonAuthenticated URL, 55
and proxies, 65
authentication, 54
chroot environment, 53
high availability, 45
HTTP andHTTPS, 53
logging, 55
multihomed, 53
multiple instances, 53
Netlet traffic, 55
overview, 53-55

Gateway (Continued)
page configuration, 37
profile, 54
proxies, 53
session

information, Gateway, 54
session stickiness, 53
SSL, 54-55

H
hardware redundancy, 69, 70
heap size, 95
high availability

and buildingmodules, 68-73
and Portal Server components, 45

high-level architecture,typical installation, 66
high-level portal design, overview, 50
horizontal scaling, description, 45-46
HTTP andHTTPSmodes, andGateway, 53
HTTPbasic authentication, 54
HTTPproxy, configuring, 129-130
HttpSession failover, 69

I
IBMWebSphereApplication Server, overview, 126
Identity management, features and benefits, 20-22
independent software vendors, types, 109-110
installing, as a regular user, 47
integrating applications, 108-110
interface bandwidth, and netstat, 118
Internet Explorer, 107
iostat tool, 117
ISP hosting deployment, 66
isp organization, 103
ISVs, types, 109-110

J
Java compatibility, 107
Java properties files, 112
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JavaScript
in Rewriter, 60
Portal Server Desktop, 52

JavaServer Pages, 105
JAXP, 51-52
JCA, and Refine, 93
jCIFS, NetFile, 58
JDBC, and sizing, 93
JSP template files, location, 112
JSPProvider, 105

L
LDAP

authentication, 64
transaction numbers, 93

LDAP-based provider, 105
LDIF file, 103
legacy servers, 62
load balancing

and high availbility, 69
and Portal Server failures, 71
and Rewriter, 61
and SRA, 45, 72

locale file, 112
localization, 48
log files

and troubleshooting, 128
location, 111
SRA, 131

logging
errors, 101
Gateway, 55
number of active sessions, 102

login type, 37
LoginProvider, 105
low-level portal design, overview, 50

M
Microsoft Exchange, 56

andNetlet, 56
integrating, 109
Netlet Proxy, 57

MIME types,NetFile, 59
monitoring, active sessions, 102
mpstat, 116-117
multi-master

andDirectory Server, 69
configuration, 69, 74

multihomedGateway, 53
multiple network connections, Portal Server, 57
multithreading

andmpstat, 116
NetFile, 60

N
NetFile

access control, 59
AllowedURLs or Denied URLs, 59
applet, 58
components, 58
compression, 59
compression types, 59
initialization, 58
multithreading, 60
overview, 57-60
Portal Server Desktop, 58
search, 59
security, 59
validating credentials, 58

Netlet
access control, 57
andMicrosoft Exchange, 56
and third -party applications, 56
application integration, 56
encryption, 41
encryption (ciphers), 55
overview, 55-57
requests andGateway, 53
split tunneling, 56-57
traffic, 55
usage characteristics, 41

Netlet Proxy
and software crash, 45
and transparent failover, 73
Microsoft Exchange, 57
overview, 57
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Netlet Proxy (Continued)
third party proxy, 57

Netscape Communicator, 107
netstat tool, 118
NFS, NetFile, 58
NonAuthenticated URL list, and Gateway, 55
Novell domain, 58

O
/opt/SUNWps directory, 111
/opt/SUNWps/sdk directory, 111
Outlook client, 56

P
packaging, 106
pcAnywhere, 30
PDC authentication, 54
peak numbers, 34-35
performance

AccessManager cache and sessions, 102
analysis tools, 115
buildingmodules, 74
garbage collection, 95
memory consumption, 95
TCP kernel, 121
thread usage, 102
tuning parameters, 120

personalization
description and benefits, 25-26
retrieval, 105

placement of portal content, 108
Portal Desktop

configuration, 37
design, 104-105

portal key design task list, 137-141
Portal Server

andAccessManager on different nodes, 62-63
and high availability, 45
and load balancers, 71
buildingmodules, 67-75
client support, 107
communication links, 63

Portal Server (Continued)
components, 51-52
configuration files, 111
design approach, 92
directory structure, 111-112
documenting functions, 100
hardware and applications, 38
high-level design, 50
instance and servlets, 64
logical architecture, 51-52
low-level design, 50
multiple network connections, 57
nodes, 53, 62
overview, 19
scalability, 45-46
security, 46-47
SRAoverview, 20
stickiness, 101
troubleshooting, 127-130
tuning goals, 44
typical installation, 66
usage information, 102

Portal Server Desktop
JavaScript, 52
NetFile, 58

portlet, description, 108
profile database server, 65
ProviderApplication Programming Interface, 26
providers, deployment considerations, 104-105
proxies, 53

andGateway, 65
configuration, 54
failover, 45

Proxylet, overview, 61
psdp.dtd file, 112

Q
questions, user behaviors and patterns, 31

R
rdmgr command, 128
recovering, Search database, 128
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reloading the display profile, 129
resource bundles, 48
reverse proxy

description, 89-90
offloading requests, 52

Rewriter
load balancing, 61
overview, 60-61
rulesets, 60

Rewriter Proxy
and accelerators, 96
and software crash, 45
overview, 61

robot, 24
Role-BasedAccess Control, 47
roles, 103
rulesets, Rewriwter, 60

S
scalability, 45-46

and SRA, 40
portal channels, 104

SDK, description, 106
search, NetFile, 59
Search database

and robot, 24
recovering, 128

Search Engine
description and benefits, 24-25
functions, 36

search engine, sizing factors, 36
Search Engine

structure, 75
searchURL property, 75
security, 46-47

NetFile, 59
security strategies, 46-48
servlets, and communication, 64
session

characteristics, SRA, 41
monitoring, 102
stickiness, 53

session failover, 69
and clustering, 123

session failover (Continued)
BEA, 125

session information, 54
single sign-on, 46

description, 22
sizing, 93

and JCA, 93
and JDBC, 93
refining, 94
search engine factors, 36
tool, 40-41
validating, 93-94

software
categories, 106
packaging, 106

software crash, 45
Solaris Operating Environment, minimizing size of

installation, 46-48
split tunneling, 56-57
SRA

and load balancing, 45, 72
andNetFile, 59
and reverse proxy, 89-90
and Sun EnterpriseMidframe Line, 96
components, 52-61
debugging, 130-131
directory structure, 112
features and benefits, 22
log files, 131
overview, 20
session characteristics, 41
troubleshooting, 130-131

SSL
encryption, 46-48
Gateway, 54-55
modes, 54
v2 and v3, 54

state data, and Portal Server services, 65
static port applications, 56
static portal content, 108
static web content, 106
subscription channel, 24-25
Sudo, 47
Sun Cluster software, 69
Sun CryptoAccelerator 1000 board, 96
Sun Java SystemApplication Server, overview, 124-125
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SuperAdmin Role, 103
system capacity, 39
system performance, 39

T
tag library definitions, 112
task list, 137-141
TCP kernel tuning parameters, 121
third-party applications

andNetlet, 56
description, 108

third party proxy, Netlet Proxy, 57
thread usage, 102
transaction time, 38
transparent failover, and buildingmodules, 72-73
troubleshooting, 127-130, 131

SRA, 130-131
tuning

goals, 44
settings, 115

tunneling, 56-57

U
UNIX

authentication, 58
user installation, 47

UNIX processes, troubleshooting, 127-128
usage information, 102
use case scenarios

designing, 42-44
example, 43-44

user behaviors and patterns, 31

V
vertical scaling, description, 45
VPN, 23
VPN client, 56

W
WARfile, 106

and application servers, 124
to deploy software, 106

web containers, supported, 123
workload conditions, 39
worksheets, 133-141

X
XMLProvider, 105
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